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ABSTRACT 

Stress-related functional bowel disease is a common, often incapacitating, 

problem in humans; the symptomatology of stress-related intestinal dysfuIlction is: 

1) impaired small intestinal transit and motility, and 2) increased large intestinal 

transit and, commonly, diarrhea. The etiology of stress-induced intestinal dysfunc

tion is completely unresolved; and the lack of an appropriate animal model has 

hindered studies of causality. We compared a number of stressors and their resul

tant effects on intestinal transit, a measure of the propulsive motor activity of the 

gut, in the rat. We found that the response of the intestine to stress, and the neu

ral systems actvated by stress, were dependent on the type and duration of stress, 

as well as the animal strain, and gender. We developed a model, acute wrapping 

restraint stress, to fully characterize the effects of stress on intestinal transit. Wrap 

restraint stress is a nonulcerogenic model in which rats are subjected to acute re

straint by wra.pping them in a harness of paper tape to restrict, but not prevent 

movement of the upper body and forelimbs. Transit was evaluated by the geometric 

center method, in which a radiomarker (5ICr) is instilled directly into the proximal 

duodenum and proximal colon via a surgically placed intestinal cannula, in fasted, 

adult female Sprague Dawley rats (150-200g). Subjecting animals to 35 min. of 

wrap restraint stress resulted in 1) inhibition of small intestinal transit, and 2) in

creased large intestinal transit and increased fecal output. The effects of stress on 

intestinal transit in rats resembled symptoms associated with stress in humans, 

xi 



xii 

suggesting that wrap restraint stress may be suitable as a model of stress-induced 

intestinal dysfunction. We found a close correlation between stress-induced intesti

nal dysfunction and stress-activation of endocrine systems. Stress-induced changes 

in intestinal function was strongly influenced by circadian variations in endocrine 

levels, suggesting that stress-induced intestinal dysfunction may be hormonally me

diated. However, neither pituitary nor adrenal factors mediated the effects of stress 

on the gut. To evaluate the role of corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), the ma

jor hypothalamic factor released in response to stress, in stress-induced intestinal 

dysfunction, we studied the effects of exogenous CRF on intestinal transit. CRF 

resulted in 1) a potent, dose-dependent inhibition of small intestinal transit, 2) a 

dose-dependent increase in large intestinal transit, and 3) increased fecal excretion. 

The effects of exogenously administered CRF closely paralleled the effects of stress 

on intestinal transit and on ACTH secretion in the rat. Blockade of CRF receptors 

by means of an antagonist, a helical CRF (9-41), prevented the effects of stress on 

colonic transit and fecal excretion. These data strongly suggest that endogenous 

CRF may mediate the effects of wrap restraint stress on intestinal motor activity 

and coordination in the rat. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

1.1 The Problem 

The most common problem leading patients .to see~ the medical advice of 

a gastroenterologist is intestinal discomfort or dysfunction that is thought to be 

brought on by, or exaccerbated by, stress (Almy, 1949,; Almy, 1973). Stress-related 

intestinal dysfunction occurs in the absense of an identifiable organic disease, in

fection, or any known causative factor, and is therefore referred to as "functional" 

bowel disease. The most common of the functional bowel diseases, irritable bowel 

syndrome or IBS, is primarily a motility disorder that is characterized by the follow

ing symptoms: bloating and flatulence, nausea, constipation and/or diarrhea (often 

in an alternating pattern), and abdominal pain (Almy, 1980). The symptoms of IBS 

are well described. However, the etiology of the syndrome, or group of syndromes, 

is completely unknown. A clear understanding of the mechanism of the disease has 

been hampered by the lack of an appropriate animal model. Studies evaluating the 

effects of stress on intestinal function in humans have led to conflicting, and often 

confusing, results. Despite decades of research, the physiological responses of the 

gastrointestinal tract to stress, and the role of stress in irritable bowel syndrome, 

are still incompletely understood. 

One of the earliest descriptions of irritable bowel syndrome was given by 

Richard Powell in 1820. He described 4 patients who suffered from "occasional 

1 
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pain in the intestines, flatulence, and a sense of suffocation". The first report 

associating intestinal dysfunction with stress was made in 1863, when Woodward 

described cases of simple and chronic diarrhea, which he attributed to the stress 

of war. Irritable bowel syndrome occurs more often in women than in men (2:1) 

and generally occurs in adults age 25 to 45 (Thayer and Denucci, 1984; Fielding, 

1977). Symptoms may be more severe after eating (Harvey and Read, 1973)' or 

upon rising in the morning (Kumar et al., 1986). 

1.2 The Role of Stress 

Stress may play an important role in the manifestation of intestinal motor 

abnormalities. Most, if not all, people suffer at some time from an irritable, or irri

tated bowel, or "nervous diarrhea" with stress, traveling, or infection. The concept 

that emotions can affect intestinal motility is rooted in very early studies by Beau

mont, who studied changes in gastric motility and acid scretion associated with 

anger, fear, and emotional stress in a patient, Alexis St. Martin, who developed a 

gastric fistula allowing examination of the interior of the stomach after suffering a 

gunshot wound to the abdomen (Beaumont, 1833). A distinct relationship between 

stress and intestinal motility was first demonstrated by Walter Cannon, who studied 

the effects of rage or fear on intestinal motility in cats. Using radiological studies, 

Cannon described distinct changes in the contour of and flow through the intestines 

when a cat was confronted by a growling dog. At the same time, Cannon noted 

changes in blood pressure, arching of the back, and other aspects of the emergency 

r~action or "fight or flight" response (Cannon, 1902). Unfortunately, since Can

non's studies, the specific actions of stress on intestinal motility have not been well 
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documented by experimental data. A. M. Connell, a critic of recent studies, states; 

"Many clinicians believe and act upon the assumption that gastrointestfnal symp

toms frequently reflect either acute or chronic life stress. However, in few areas of 

medicine is such a widely held and firmly believed association so poorly documented 

with firm experimental data" (Connell, 1982). Many investigators have reported 

symptoms of stress, anxiety, or depression in patients with IBS (Bockus et aI., 1928; 

White and Jones, 1940; Chaudhary and Truelove, 1961; Hislop, 1971). However, 

prior to some of the more recent studies, evidence to suggest that intesinal motor 

dysfuction may be attributed to stress was often anecdotal and largely uncontrolled. 

1.3 Physiology of Intestinal Motility 

The basic function of the gastrointestinal tract is to coordinate contrac

tions of the esophogus, stomach, small and large intestines to allow the digestion 

of foodstuffs, secretion of digestive juices, absorption of nutrients and water, and 

excretion and expulsion of wastes. The motility functions are satisfied most simply 

by organized contractions of the various regions of the gastrointestinal tract and 

the intervening sphincters either to retain contents to allow adequate mixing with 

digestive enzymes and exposure to the absorptive surfaces of the gut, or to propel 

luminal contents. The process seems simple, but the coordinated activity of the 

gastrointestinal tract is a complex activity that is under several levels of control. 

Extrinsic endocrine and neural systems and intrinsic myogenic and neuronal sys

tems regulate the overall contractile state of the gastrointestinal tract, as well as 

the contractile activities of specific regions of the gut. 
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Intrinsic myogenic and neurogenic control mechanisms are responsible for 

most of the coordinated contractile activities of the gut. Myogenic activity is inher

ent to the intestinal smooth muscle cells themselves. The synchrony of intestinal 

contractions is largely due to the timing rhythm of slow waves, an electrical phe

nomenon thought to originate in intestinal smooth muscle cells and propagated 

by a low resistance, "electrical continuum" or gap junctions between cells (Prosser 

et al., 1960). Intrinsic neurogenic control is exerted by the enteric nervous sys

tem, an essentially independent branch of the autonomic nervous system (Langley, 

1~21). Both stimulatory and inhibitory neurons within the enteric nervous sys

tem influence intestinal smooth muscle. The enteric nervous system is a complex 

network of neurons whose cell bodies reside within the gut itself. The network is 

generally divided into two plexuses, the myenteric plexus, which lies between the 

longitudinal and circular smooth muscle layers, and the submucosal plexus, which is 

located within the connective tissue of the submucosal layer. Stimulation of intesti

nal smooth muscle is largely due to neural release of acetylcholine (ACh). Many 

other peptide and classical neurotransmitters affect intestinal smooth muscle, but 

ACh is thought by some to be the final common excitatory substance (Furness and 

Costa, 1982; Kosterlitz and Lees, 1964). Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) and 

ATP have been proposed as putative inhibitory neurotransmitters, but evidence to 

support either of these candidates is not conclusive (Burnstock et al., 1978; Bauer 

and Kuriyama, 1982). The general activity of the gut is due to intrinsic control 

systems and preprogrammed patterns of contractions that appear to be inherent to 

the gut itself. 

Extrinsic neural and endocrine systems mainly modulate the intrinsic regu

latory systems and help to integrate activity in widely separated regions of the gut. 
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An absolute distinction between neural and endocrine influences is becoming in-
-

creasingly difficult, since many substances, first described as gut hormones, are now 

found within the enteric nervous system and the central nervous system. Somato-

sta.tin, cholecystokinin (CCK), enkephalins, substance P, 5-hydroxytryptamine, and 

neurotensin, for example, have all been localized to both neural and endocrine tis

sues in the gut (Walsh, 1987; Solcia et al., 1987; Furness and Costa, 1982). However, 

circulating endocrine substances, such as CCK and motilin, have been shown to be 

important in initiating specific patterns of fed and fasted intestinal motility, respec

tively. Extrinsic neural control of intestinal motor activity is accomplished through 

the parasympathetic and sympathetic divisions of the autonomic nervous system, as 

well through the central nervous system. Parasympathetic motor innervation of the 

gut is largely through vagal efferents whose cell bodies are within the dorsal motor 

nucleus of the vagus. Sympathetic innervation consists of cholinergic preganglionic 

fibers, whose cell bodies lie within the thoracic spinal cord, and noradrenergic post

ganglionic fibers, whose cell bodies are in one of the prevertebral ganglia (Furness 

and Costa, 1974). Sympathetic efferents are generally inhibitory, except those in

nervating sphincters. Parasympathetic fibers have both excitatory and inhibitory 

effects on intestinal smooth muscle (for review, see Roman and Gonella, 1987). 

Stimulatory actions of parasympathetic neurons are thought to be due to neuronal 

release of ACh at smooth muscle cells or at excitatoy neurons of the myenteric 

plexus. Inhibitory actions of parasympathetic neurons may be due to nonadrener

gic, noncholinergic substances that may be colocalized with ACh. Extrinsic neural 

control is largely responsible for integration of contractile activity between the var

ious regions of the gut, and many reflexes are due to extrinsic neural circuits. 
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1.3.1 Flow 

Flow through the lumen of intestine can be likened to flow of a liquid through 

any cylinder, which is governed by events described by Poisseule's equation. Based 

on this equation; flow (Q) is dependent on the pressure exerted on the fluid, and the 

resistance to flow, which is a function of the radius of the cylinder (r), the length 

of the cylinder (L), and the viscosity of the fluid (77). 

Q -

Q =PxR 

The most important factor in Poisseule's equation is the radius of the cylin

der. Since radius is raised to the fourth power, very small changes in radius can 

have profound effects on flow through the gut. Therefore, contractions affecting the 

radius of the cylinder have the most influence on flow. Propulsion of intestinal con

tents occurs primarily because of an aboral pressure gradient generated by phasic 

segmenting contractions of the circular muscle layer. Phasic contractions may par-

tially or fully occlude the lumen, propelling contents both orally and aborally, and 

mixing and grinding luminal materials. Segmenting contractions of the proximal 

small intestine are more frequent and of greater intensity than those in the distal 

small intestine. This regional difference in contractile activity generates a net oral 

to aboral pressure gradient, and this established gradient promotes net aboral flow 

of digesta down the lumen of the intestine. Propulsive contractions involve both the 

circular and longitudinal smooth muscle layers. In addition to phasic contractions, 
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intestinal smooth muscle cells are also capable of producing tonic contractions, con

tractions which are maintained at a relatively constant level over extended periods 

of time. Tonic contractions maintain a general pressure within the lumen that is lo

cally affected by phasic contractions. Therefore, both tonic and phasic contractions 

contribute to the flow of luminal contents along the intestine. 

1.3.2 Patterns of Motility 

There are two basic patterns of intestinal motility that are dependent on 

t.h~ digestive state of the intestine. The fed pattern of motility is characterized by 

seemingly randomly occurring contractions of varying amplitude (Weisbrodt, 1981). 

Contractions are somewhat dependent on the type and quantity of food ingested, 

and endocrine signals, such as CCK, may initiate the fed pattern of motor activity 

(Harvey and Read, 1973). Occasionally, propulsive peristaltic contractions travel

ling only a short distance are seen in the fed state (Bayliss and Starling, 1899), but 

the general activity of the fed gut is characterized by random, segmenting contrac

tions that mix and digest gastric and intestinal luminal contents. A very different 

pattern is seen in animals or humans that have been fasted for a number of hours. 

During fasting, a regular cyclical pattern of contractions occurs that migrates down 

the stomach and small intestine. The pattern consists of three (or possibly four) 

phases. Phase 1 consists of a relative quiescence in which there is very little myo

electric or contractile activity. Phase 2 is characterized by random spiking activity, 

or a preburst group of phasic contractions. Phase 3 is recognized by a dramatic 

burst of electrical spiking activity which corresponds to strong contractions of the 

circular muscle layer. Phase 3 is essentially an aborally migrating ring of intestinal 
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cOl).tractions. Phase 4 is a return to the quiescent stage. Some aspects of the fasting 

pattern of motility were described by early investigations (Douglas and M~nn, 1939; 

Jacoby et aI., 1963), however, the pattern was fully characterized and its migrating 

nature first described by Szurszewski (1969) in fasting dogs. Later, the phases of 

the pattern were described (Code and Marlett, 1975, Vantrappen et aI., 1979), and 

the cycle of activity was called the interdigestive myoelectric complex. However, the 

cycle is occassionally seen in the fed state in some rllminent species (Ruckebusch 

and Bueno, 1976), and patterns can also be recorded mechanically, so the term, 

interdigestive myoelectric complex was changed to the migrating motor complex 

(MMC), and the pattern has been described in all species studied, including hu

mans (Ruckebusch and Fioramonti, 1975). MMC contractions are very propulsive 

and Szurszewski (1969) suggested that the wave of contractions may serve as an 

"intestinal housekeeper" that rapidly moves luminal contents down the small intes

tine to the cecum. MMC activity is under both neural and endocrine control. The 

hormoll(';, motilin, is thought by some to initiate MMC activity. Exogenous motilin 

can induce premature MMC's in fed dogs (Itoh, 1977; Ormsbee, 1978; Wingate, 

1976). Plasma concentrations of motilin peak just prior to phase 3, and antibody 

to motilin can inhibit MMC activity (Lee, 1983; Itoh, 1978). Whereas initiation of 

t~e MMC appears to be regulated by endocrine factors, propagation of the pattern 

of contractions requires an intact enteric nervous system. An intrinsic neural os

cillator controls MMC periodicity (Sarna et aI., 1983). Extrinsic innervation may 

promote migration of the complex in an aboral direction. 

The physiology of the gastrointestinal tract has been extensively studied 

in many animal species, but, because of the difficulties in applying the available 

methodologies to human studies, gastrointestinal motor function in man is not well 
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understood. Unfortunately, most of the studies investigating the effects of stress 

on gastrointestinal motility have been in humans, and have not, therefore been 

subjected to detailed analysis. The following section reviews normal motility of 

the various regions of the gut and describes some of the changes in gastrointestinal 

motility that may be associated with stress, or irritable bowel syndrome. 

1.4 Stress and the Gut 

Attempts to study the effects of stress on intestinal motor function have 

led to conflicting and confusing results, possibly because different assessments of 

intestinal function, different states offasting or fed conditions, and different stressors 

were used in different studies. Most studies have been conducted in humans; there 

are only a few studies describing the effects of stress on intestinal motor function 

in animals. 

1.4.1 The Stomach 

1.4.1.1 Normal Gastric Motility. The contractile activity of the stom

ach serves three major functions: accomodation and storage of food, digestion and 

mixing of food with gastric acid and enzymes, and emptying of solid and liquid ma

terials from the stomach into the small intestine. The stomach can be divided into 

three regions, each of which has different contractile activities. The upper stomach, 

or fundus, is the storage area. The smooth muscle cells of the fundus exhibit no 

spontaneous electrical activity, few contractions, and only weak peristaltic waves. 

The fundus commonly relaxes with swallowing or increased gastric volume to ac

comodate food (Jansson, 1969). The corpus, the middle portion of the stomach, 
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exhibits spontaneous pacemaker activity and strong contractions which travel to 

the antrum, or lower stomach, and serve to mix and break up food particles. A 

two component coordinated contraction of the corpus and antral stomach defines 

the sequence of events that govern pyloric closure, antral contraction, and gastric 

emptying. Emptying of gastric materials into the duodenum takes place between 

strong gastric contractions. The first contraction occurs in the antrum and closes 

the pyloric sphincter. A second, deep contraction of the corpus and antrum propels 

gastric contents against the closed pyloric sphincter, generating a large pressure 

gradient across the pylorus. Following these contractions, the pylorus relaxes and 

contents empty into the small intestine, down the established pressure gradient 

(Carlson and Code, 1966; for review, see Szurszewski, 1987). Gastric emptying of 

liquids is faster than solids because solid materials add viscosity to the fluid and 

flow of a viscous fluid is slower. 

1.4.1.2 Stress and Gastric Motility. Severe forms of stress can inhibit gas

tric emptying in both humans (Thompson et al., 1982) and rats (Koo et al., 1985). 

However, impaired gastric motility or gastric emptying is generally not a symptom 

of irritable bowel syndrome (Camilleri et al., 1986; Nielsen et al., 1986). 

1.4.2 The Small Intestine 

1.4.2.1 Normal Motility of the Small Intestine. The function of the small 

intestine is the efficient absorption of nutrients. This is accomplished by contrac

tions of the organ which mix luminal contents with digestive enzymes, circulate 

contents to maximize contact with the absorptive cells of the intestine, and propel 

contents in a net aboral direction. Contractions of the small intestine are timed 
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according to slow wave electrical activity, a rhythmic electrical phenomenon that 

is inherent to the smooth muscle cells themselves. Although they are' myogenic 

in nature, the absolute origin of slow waves is still in question. Many investigators 

suggest that slow waves originate in the longitudinal muscle layer and radiate to the 

circular layer (Bortoff, 1976). Some investigators believe that slow waves originate 

in the circular layer of smooth muscle cells (Daniel et aI., 1959), and still others 

attribute their origin to nonneuronal boundary cells, or interstitial cells, that lie 

between the longitudinal and circular layers (Hara et aI., 1986; Suzuki et aI., 1986). 

In the small intestine, spiking activity occurs only in a limited portion of the slow 

wave. Therefore, contractions are rhythmic and the frequency of contractions is 

limited by the frequency of the slow waves. There is a gradient in slow wave fre

quencies along the small intestine. Slow wave frequency and amplitude are greater 

in the duodenum (the proximal small intestine) than in the ileum (the distal small 

intestine) (Diamont and Bortoff, 1969). Slow wave frequencies decline as one moves 

down the small intestine; however, the decline IS stepwise, not linear, and frequency 

plataeus are greater in the duodenum than in the jejunum (middle small intestine) 

or ileum. Therefore, contractions in the duodenum are more frequent, of greater 

amplitude, and travel longer distances than in the ileum, where contractions are 

more segmenting. Graded differences in contractile activity in various regions of 

the small intestine establish an oral to aboral pressure gradient which promotes 

propulsion over the gut (Alvarez, 1914) during the fed state. The predominant con

tractile activity of the small intestine during fasting is the migrating motor complex 

(MMC). 
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1.4.2.2 Stress and Small Intestinal Motility. Stress has been reported to 

inhibit small intestinal transit in rats (Sharma et al., 1982), and stress may pro

duce abnormal motility in humans. Recently, it has been demonstrated that small 

intestinal motility may be abnormal in some IBS patients. Episodes of irregular 

contractile activity in the small intestine of IBS patients that were accompanied by 

symptoms of abdominal pain were reported for several male IBS patients by Kumar 

et al. Interestingly, female patients who displayed similar irregular activity did so 

only in the face of stress (Kumar and Wingate, 1985). This phenomenon of irregular 

contractions in the small intestine accompanied by abdominal pa.in and cramping 

has been confirmed by Kellow and Phillips (1987). Stress has been shown to inhibit 

MMC activity in the small intestine in both healthy volounteers and IBS patients 

(McRaeet al., 1982; Grenata et al., 1973; Valori et al., 1986). No definitive changes 

in the periodicity of MMC patterns have been described. Kumar and Wingate re

ported an increase in MMC periodicity in IBS (1985), whereas Thompson et al. 

reported a decrease in :M1vfC periodicity (1979). Likewise, no clear changes have 

been seen in the transit of intestinal contents along the small intestine of IBS pa

tients. Both Cann et al. (1.983) and Nielsen et al. (1986) reported a decrease 

in small intestinal transit in constipation-predominant patients, but an increase in 

small intestinal transit in diarhea-predominant p'atients. However, stress inhibits 

small intestinal transit in healthy volounteers (O'Brien et al., 1985; Thompson et 

al., 1982). 
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1.4.3 The Colon 

1.4.3.1 Normal Colonic Motility. The large intestine is involved in the 

extraction of water and electrolytes form luminal contents, and in voluntary defe

cation. Movements of the large intestine are slow, facilitating extraction by passive 

diffusion. Extrinsic innervation of the rectum and distal colon controls evacuation 

of feces. The morphology and physiology of the colon is very different in different 

species, and comparisons between species is difficult. The colon is divided into three 

regions in most species. The proximal colon is characterized by "antiperistaltic" ring 

contractions that move orally rather than aborally as in the small intestine (Cannon, 

1902; Elliot and Barclay-Smith, 1904). Forced How into the closed space of the ce

cum seves to mix and churn colonic materials. The transverse colon is characterized 

by more coordinated, segmenting contractions that move orally and aborally over 

short distances. The distal colon is characterized by "tonic constrictions which sep

arate contents into a series of globular masses" (Cannon, 1902). These haustrations 

are powerful, slowly moving ring contractions that empty colonic contents into the 

rectum (Ritchie, 1971). Occassionally, the colon is subject to a "mass movement", 

a sudden shift of a column of luminal material that may travel one third of the 

length of the colon (Holzknecht, 1909), however, this pattern of motility is rare and 

its regulation is not understood. Slow wave activity of the large intestine is more 

irregular in frequency and amplitude than in the small intestine (Weinbeck, 1972). 

Furthermore, spike activity does not always occur with slow waves; occasionally 

long bursts of spiking activity occur with no apparent relationship to slow wave 

activity. The colon receives both extrinsic parasympathetic and sympathetic inner

vation. Sympathetic neurons innervating the colon are usually inhibitory, except 
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those innervating sphincters (Langley and Anderson, 1895; Jule, 1980). Parasympa

thetic nerve stimulation generally stimulates colonic motility (DeGroat ~nd Krier, 

1976). Defecation is a coordinated activity that is largely controlled by extrisic 

neural systems, including the central nervous system. 

1.4.3.2 Stress and Colonic Motility. Studies examining the effects of stress 

on the motility of the colon, the region of the intestine thought to be most affected 

by stress, are also contradictory and somewhat inconclusive. Slow wave activity in 

the large intestine is thought to be divided into two phases: a major component 

with a frequency of approximately 6 cycles/minute, and a minor component with a 

frequency of about 3 cycles/minute. Snape et al. (1977) reported that IBS patients 

had a predominance of the slower frequency (3 cycles/min), but had no apparent 

changes in contractile or spike activity. In contrast, Sarna et al. (1982) reported 

no change in slow wave activity in normal subjects or patients with IBS following a 

meal, or stress. Furthermore, Latimer et al. (1981) found no apparent differences 

between the colonic motility patterns of IBS patients and persons with a psycholog

ical profile similar to that seen in IBS patients. The effects of stress on spike activity 

or contractions, are a little clearer. Early reports by Almy suggested that the con

tractile activity of the large intestine was stimulated when subjects were exposed to 

cold pain, hypoglycemia, or stressful interviews (1949). Stress-induced stimulation 

of colonic motility has also been reported by others (Chaudhary and Truelove, 1961; 

Connell, 1962; Drossman et al., 1977). Narducci et al. (1985) reported increased 

colonic spike potentials and contractions in response to three different stressors both 

in normal subjects and patients with IBS. However, repeat exposure to the stressors 

did not result in futher or repeated colonic dysfunction in the healthy controls, as 
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it did in patients with IBS. This suggests that irritable bowel syndrome may be a 

manifestation of a patient's inability to adapt to a stressor. 

It is difficult to reach any firm conclusions regarding stress and intestinal 

motor function. Table 1-1 lists the reported changes in gastrointestinal motility 

associated with stress that were discussed above. Some generalizations may be 

gained from these rep"rts. First, gastric motility and gastric emptying are altered 

by some severe forms of stress, but are not symptoms associated with IBS. Secondly, 

small intestinal motility is inhibited by stress, both in healthy subjects and in IBS. 

Finally, the motility of the large intestine is apparently stimulated by stress, both 

in normal subjects and patients with IBS. 

1.5 Critical Analysis of Discrepancies in Literature 

There are a number of possible explanations for the large number of dis

crepencies in the reports of the effects of stress on human intestinal motility, and 

the potential causal relationship between stress and irritable bowel syndrome. 

1.5.1 IBS: A Heterogenous Group of Syndromes? 

Because different patients express different symptoms of IBS, many investi

gators have speculated that the disease may be a heterogeneous group of syndromes. 

Most investigators are careful to separate diarrhea-predominant from constipation

predominant groups. This separation is important, because different symptoms, 

constipation, diarrhea, and abdominal pain, have been correlated to different pat

terns of colonic myolectric activity (Bueno et aI., 1980), different patterns of small 
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Table 1-1 Reports from the literature of motility changes associated with 
stress or IBS . .tJ. indicates a decrease, it indicates an increase, and 0 indicates no 
change in the motility parameter tested. GE = gastric emptying, MMC = migrating 
motor complex and IBS = irritable bowel syndrome. 

Region Group Measurement Change References . 
Stomach Stress GE 0 Nielsen 1986 

Camilleri 1986 

IBS GE .tJ. Thompson 1982 

Beaumont 1833 

Small Intestine Stress MMC freq. .tJ. McRae 1982 

Valori 1986 

transit .tJ. Cann 1983 

O'Brien 1985 

IBS MMC period it Kumar 1985 

.tJ. Thompson 1979 

transit it Corbett 1981 

~ Cann 1983 

Nielsen 1986 

Colon Stress motility it Almy 1949 

Chaudhary 1961 

Connell 1962 

Drossman 1977 

Narducci 1985 

IBS slow wave freq. .tJ. Snape 1977 

Taylor 1978 

0 Sarna 1982 

Latimer 1981 
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intestinal motility (Kumar and Wingate, 1985), and different patterns of small in

testinal transit (Cann et al., 1983). In addition to the possible heterogeneity of the 

syndrome, it is still not clear that IBS is a disease at all; it may simply be an over

statement of the normal physiological response to stress. There is some evidence 

to support this hypothesis. First, as many as 25 - 33% of the "normal" population 

express symptoms of irritable bowel disorder, but do not seek medical attention 

(Thompson and Heaton, 1980; Drossman et al., 1980). Chaudhary and Truelove 

(1962) found that the same percentage of subjects (25-30%) had irregular motil

ity patterns, whether the subjects were classified as IBS patients, mental illness 

patients, or healthy controls. Stress produces similar changes in colonic motility 

in both healthy subjects and patients with IBS, but those with IBS reportedly do 

not adapt properly to repeated or chronic stress (Narducci et al., 1985), suggesting 

that IBS is an overreaction of the normal visceral response to stress. Finally, it has 

been difficult to define specific diagnostic abnormalities in motility for IBS; many 

differences have been reported, but few are without refute or controversy. 

1.5.2 Differences in Methodologies 

Methodological differences between studies may explain the differences re

ported for motility changes associated with stress and IBS. Normal intestinal motil

ity in humans is not fully understood, mainly because effective methods for mea

suring intestinal motor function are lacking or are in their infancy. It is essentially 

impossible to assess motility parameters of the proximal colon in the human, and 

methods of evaluating small intestinal transit and motility are not without draw

backs. Motility is commonly measured by intubating the subject with a nasogastric 
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tube that is regularly dotted with pressure transducers or infusion ports. The pro

cedure of intubation may itself be stressful. Small intestinal transit is commonly 

evaluated by the breath hydrogen test (Corbett et aI., 1981), which effectively in

dicates the leading edge of transit. However, assessment of small intestinal transit 

in rats suggests that the leading edge is not a good indicator of overall changes in 

transit, and is quite variable (Miller et aI., 1981). To add to the confusion, different 

studies used different assessments of motility. It is difficult to infer changes in con

tractile activity from measured changes in electrical activity. Likewise, there is no 

clear association between electrical or mechanical changes and propulsive activity 

of the gut. Finally, even in cases in which studies examined the same intestinal 

parameters, different methods of data analysis were used which may yield different 

results (Stoddard et aI., 1979). For example, Snape and associates (1977) used 

a fast Fourier transform analysis of colonic electrical activity, which computes a 

power spectrum of the predominant frequencies of electrical activities. Using this 

computer analysis, they were able to detect differences in slow wave frequencies 

in IBS patients compared to controls. Other investigators may have reported no 

change in slow wave activity in IBS or stress because their data analysis lacked the 

sensitivity to detect differences in frequencies. 

1.5.3 Subject Variabilities 

Finally, it may be that individual variabilities may overwhelm subtle changes 

in intestinal function that are a result of stress or a hallmark of ms. It is clear 

from studies on the effects of stress in animals that many factors are involved in 

determining an individual's response to stress. For example, the animal species, 
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sex, strain, previous stress exposure, and social status are all important factors that 

can affect the relative responsiveness of the individual to stress (Urca et- al., 1985; 

Menendez-Patterson et al., 1984; Williams et al., 1985). Extrinsic factors such as the 

time of day (Puglisi-Allegra et al., 1982), or the environment in which experiment 

was performed (a novel environment itself can elicit a stress response (Gibbs, 1986)) 

anticipation of pain or danger (Nemeth, 1984), sleep habits, or light/dark cycle 

have all been demonstrated to alter responses to stress. Intrinsic factors, such as 

estrous cycle, circadian rhythms in endocrine levels, and illness also profoundly 

affect responsiveness to stress. Unfortunately, many of the studies of the effects 

of stress on human intestinal function used subjects who were in various states of 

fasting conditions, and were of different ages, sex, and backgrounds. These factors 

are difficult, if not impossible, to fully control in humans. 

The laboratory rat is an animal that has been bred for decades for unifor

mity. Yet even in an assumed homogeneous population, individual variabilities exist. 

It is naive, and detrimental to the scientific investigation of a problem, to assume 

that a human population will respond in a uniform manner to any stimulus, and 

given the added complications of stress responses, it may not be possible to reach 

any conclusions about the effects of stress on intestinal function in humans unless 

a concentrated effort is made to eliminate as many extraneous factors as possible, 

to study only groups of subjects who are strictly matched in age, sex, and symp

toms, and to include appropriate controls. The only approach to understanding 

stress-induced intestinal dysfunction is to study the physiology and pharmacology 

of neuroendocrine stress reactions and the physiology of intestinal motor activity 

and to evaluate how the former may affect the latter in controlled, uniform groups. 
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1.6 Physiology of the Stress Response 

1.6.1 The General Stress Response 

The body responds to psychological and/or physical stress by activating 

the autonomic nervous system and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal endocrine 

system. Together, the neural and endocrine components of a generalized stress re

sponse serve to modify activities of the cardiovascular, metabolic, gastrointestinal, 

immune, and central nervous systems to meet the demands imposed by a particular 

stressor. Stress-induced activation of the sympathetic division of the autonomic 

nervous system and the sympathoadrenomedullary pathway was first described by 

Walter Cannon in his concept of the emergency reaction (Cannon, 1915). He re

ported that humoral agents or "sympathins" were released from tissues in response 

to acute physical or psychobiological demands. Later, sympathins were identified as 

epinephrine and norepinephrine, neurotransmitters in sympathetic nerve terminals 

and the adrenal medulla. Hans Selye further developed the concept of a generalized 

stress response by describing the endocrine components of the stress reponse, the 

activation of the pituitary and adrenal glands, as a nonspecific response of the body 

to any demand. He demonstrated that agents very diverse in nature (for example 

excess cold or heat, immobilization or exercise, chemical or biologic agents) always 

elicit the same neuroendocrine response, which he therefore classified as a nonspe

cific response: stress activates the pituitary to release adrenocorticotropin (ACTH) 

into the bloodstream; ACTH stimulates the release of glucocorticoids from the 

adrenal cortex; circulating adrenalcorticoids affect the metabolic activity of every 
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organ system (Selye, 1936 a; 1936 b). Based on studies by Harris, who demon

strated that ACTH release from the anterior pituitary must be under the control 

of hypothalamic factors (Harris, 1948), the search began for corticotropin releasing 

factor (CRF). Vale et al. (1981) succeeded in isolating and purifying the peptide 

hormone which is released from the hypothalamus, reaches the pituitary by a portal 

circulation, and stimulates the release of ACTH and ,a-endorphin from the anterior 

pituitary (Rivier and Vale, 1983; Guilleman et aI., 1977). 

It appears now that CRF may activate both the neural and endocrine path

ways important in the stress response. The specific hypophysiotropic actions of 

CRF have been studied extensively since the peptide was isolated and purified in 

1981 (Vale, 1981). CRF is the major regulator of ACTH and ,a-endorphin secre

tion, both in the basal state, and in response to stress (for review, see Axelrod, 

1984; Antoni and Reisine, 1986; Rivier and Plotsky, 1986). Other peptides play 

a more modulatory role, and will be discussed later in this chapter. However, in 

addition to its specific pituitary actions, CRF has other activities within the cen

tral nervous system. Central administration of CRF causes increases in plasma 

concentrations of epinephrine and norepinephrine. Adrenalectomy prevents the rise 

in plasma epinephrine, but does not affect plasma norepinephrine, suggesting that 

CRF stimulates the sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous sytem, including 

the adrenal medulla (Brown et aI., 1982a). CRF also produces behavioral (Britton, 

et aI., 1982; Sutton et aI., 1982), cardiovascular (Fisher et aI. , 1982), metabolic 

(Brown et aI., 1982b), and central nervous system (Lenz et aI., 1987) changes that 

are generally indicative of stress. These results suggest that corticotropin-releasing 

factor may be a master regulator of both endocrine and neuronal activities in the 

face of stress. Figure 1-1 depicts the proposed activities of CRF within the central 
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nervous system, and the way endocrine and neuronal systems react and interact to 

ready the animal to face the demands imposed on it by its environment. 

1.6.2 Fine Tuning the General Stress Response 

In addition to the neural and endocrine players depicted in the general re

sponse to stress in Figure 1-1, other neurotransmitters and/or humoral agents may 

provide the "fine tuning" of the response that allows the body to react approp'ri

ately to different challenging situations. The general neuroendocrine response is the 

same for any "stressor", and although our brain may, the hypothalamic-pituitary

adrenal axis cannot differentiate between excitement over a kiss or distress over an 

argument (Szabo, 1985). Different stressors that produce similar neuroendocrine 

changes can have very different effects on organ systems. For example, some, but 

not all, types of stress result in the production of analgesia. Of those stressors that 

do produce analgesia, some may do so via opioid neural pathways and others via 

non-opioid neural pathways (Lewis et al., 1980j 1981). CRF is the major regulator 

of ACTH release from the pituitary. However, other peptide and classical neural 

substances, such as arginine vasopressin, oxytocin, and epinephrine, are known to 

modify the hypophysiotropic activities of CRF. Release of vasopressin, oxytocin, and 

epinephrine into the hypothalamic-hypophyseal portal circulation has been demon

strated (Gibbs, 1985aj bj Cj Gillies et al., 1982j Linton et al., 1985j Ono et al., 1985). 

All three agents potentiate the actions of CRF on pituitary cells, resulting in sub

stantially greater amounts of ACTH released into the bloodstream. (An exception 

is that oxytocin appears to inhibit the actions of CRF on pituitary ACTH release 

in primates) (for review, see Gibbs, 1986). Inhibitory control of pituitary ACTH 
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Figure 1-1 The neural and endocrine changes associated with the general stress 
response. 
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release is exerted primarily by negative feedback by circulating glucocorticoids. The 

hypothalamic peptide somatostatin also inhibits the actions of CRF on- pituitary 

corticotrophic cells in culture (Peterfreund and Vale, 1986), but the peptide plays 

a lesser role in vivo than the adrenal glucocorticoids. Subtle modifications in the 

body's response to stress might be accomplished by these and other agents. Evi

dence to support this hypothesis is that different stressors result in the release of 

different neurohumoral agents. Arginine vasopressin is released under conditions of 

physical stress (ether exposure, hypotensive shock, endotoxic shock), but not stress 

associated with psychological distress (Williams et a!., 1985j Plotsky et a!., 1985aj 

bj Gibbs, 1985). In contrast, oxytocin is released under conditions of psychological 

stress (immobilization, novel environment) (Lang et a!., 1983j Gibbs, 1984). The 

release of thyrotropin stimula~ing hormone, TSH, from the pituitary is inhibited 

under most conditions of stress, except cold stress (Fenske and Wuttke, 1977). Fur

ther evidence for a dissociation between emotional and physical stress has been 

reported by Tilders and Berkenbosch (1983). They suggest that emotional stress in 

rats results in the activation of the intermediate lobe of the pituitary (not present 

in humans), resulting in the release of a MSH and ,a-endorphin, rather than ACTH 

and ,a-endorphin from the anterior lobe. Therefore, although the primary response 

to acute stress has a fixed pattern, the secondary adjustments in the stress response 

may be as sophisticated and as diverse as the stimuli producing the response. 
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1. 7 Studying the Effects of Stress on the Gut 

Given the complexities of the stress response, and the differential responsive

ness of different regions of the gastointestinal tract to stress, it is not surprising that 

attempts to study the effects of stress on gastrointestinal function have produced 

controversial results. A few comments are required about the factors important in 

designing, conducting, and interpreting studies examining the effects of biological 

stress on intestinal function. 

1.7.1 The Need for Multiple Stressors 

A stressor is a stimulus which elicits the stress response. The stimulus may 

be physical, chemical, biological, or psychological; it is a stressor by definition if it 

produces the general neuroendocrine response to stress. If only one stimulus is stud

ied, then it is not clear that the response of the gut (or any system) is a consequence 

of stress, it may only be a consequence of that particular stimulus. Therefore, it is 

imperative that one demonstrate that the response can be reproduced as a result 

of many stimuli. Only then may one conclude that the response is stress-induced. 

1.7.2 Biochemical Indicators of Stress 

In addition to demonstrating a similar response to a number. of stressors, 

it is essential to demonstrate that a typical neuroendocrine response occurs as a 

result of the stimulus. In his early studies, Hans Selye used morphological changes 

to demonstrate the stress response. Stress can dramatically change the morphology 

of the adrenal. The gland becomes enlarged, and after severe, prolonged stress, the 

adrenal cortex becomes marbled with layers of fat that are visible to the naked eye 
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(Selye, 1950; 1976). These morphological changes are specific for stress; however, 

. they are not very sensitive and only occur with chronic or severe forms- of stress. 

Other physiological changes, such as cardiovascular changes, or differences in skin 

conductivity, are not specific for the stress response. The most reliable and sensitive 

indicator of the neuroendocrine stress response is an elevation of plasma levels 

of ACTH, ,a-endorphin, glucocorticoids, or norepinephrine and epinephrine. All 

of these humoral markers of the stress response are easily measured in plasma 

(Hofreiter, et ai., 1982; Akerstedt et aI., 1983), and many may be measured in urine 

or saliva, if a noninvasive method of detection is required (Annssea et aI., 1984). A 

measure of the relative degree of stress (neuroendocrine response) to correlate to 

resultant effects of stress on the gut could help standardize relative differences in 

the sensitivity of individuals to the same stimulus. 

1.7.3 Appropriate controls 

As discussed earlier, many factors affect an individual's response to stress: 

animal species, sex, strain, age, previous exposure to stress, as well as extrinsic 

and intrinsic factors, such as light/dark cycle, reproductive or estrus cycle, and 

circadian variations in neuroendocrine response sensitivity. Care must be taken to 

eliminate as many extraneous factors as possible to assure a uniform response across 

a group of subjects or animals. Furthermore, it is sometimes difficult to prevent 

stress in the "control" group. For that reason, it is important that the experiments 

be performed in a familiar environment, that the animals or subjects be acclimated 

to techniques that will be employed in the aquisition of data, and that measures be 

taken to alleviate anticipatory fear. 
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1.8 Specific Aims 

Previous studies suggest that the digestive tract may be sensitive to stress 

and that stress may alter the propulsive motor activity of the gut. However, the 

results of these studies are somewhat contradictory and inconclusive. Our working 

hypothesis is that stress alters normal gastrointestinal motility and transit. The 

studies that follow were designed to provide support for this hypothesis. 

In Chapter 2 the relative sensitivity of the small intestine was determined 

by comparing the response of the intestine to several stressors, and by evaluating 

the influence of several extrinsic factors, such as differences in animal sex and strain~ 

type and duration of stress, and the time of day experiments were performed. Addi

tionally, differences in intrinsic mediators of the response of the intestine to different 

stressors was evaluated. Endogenous opioids have been implicated in a number of 

stress reactions, and the role of endogenous opioids in regulating intestinal and 

analgesic responses to stress was compared for different stress models. 

The development of a clear understanding of the intestinal pathophysiology 

of stress has been hampered by the lack of an appropriate animal model. The 

purpose of the studies described in Chapter 3 was to develop an animal model in 

which to fully characterize the effects of stress on gastrointestinal transit, a measure 

of the propulsive motor activity of the gut. Using a single stressor, acute wrap 

restraint stress (described in chapter 2), studies were conducted to evaluate more 

fully the character of the stress response in the rat, including stress-induced changes 

in gastric, intestinal and colonic function, endocrine systems, and analgesia. 

Corticotropin releasing factor (CRF), the major hypothalamic factor re

leased in response to stress, has been proposed as a master regulator of stress 
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responses, and is involved in both the endocrine and neuronal reactions to. stress. 

The potential role of CRF in mediating the effects of stress on intestinal motor 

function was evaluated in Chapter 4. In addition, the mechanisms by which stress, 

and CRF may exert their effects on the gut are discussed. 

Portions of this work have appeared in abstract form: 

Williams, C.L., J.J. Galligan, and T.F. Burks (1985), Restraint Inhibits 

Transit in the Small Intestine of Rats, Federation Proceedings 44 (4): 732. 

Williams, C.L., and T.F. Burks (1986), Partial Restraint Stress Results in 

Naloxone Reversible Inhibition of Gastrointestinal Transit and Analgesia in Rats, 

The Pharmacologist 28(9): 140. 

Williams, C.L., J.M. Peterson, and T.F. Burks (1986), Intermittent Cold 

Water Swim Stress Inhibits Gastrointestinal Transit in Mice, 'Vest ern Pharmacol

ogy Society Meeting, Banff, Alberta. 

Williams, C.L., J .~. Peterson, and T.F. Burks (1986), Opioid and Adrener

gic Mediation of Stress-Induced Gastrointestinal Transit Effects, American Motility 

Society Meeting, Houston. 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPARISON OF SEVERAL STRESS MODELS 

Attempts to investigate stress-induced changes in motility and transit in 

human and animal studies have led to conflicting results, possibly because different 

stress conditions were used in different studies. It is clear from a number of reports 

that the type of stress employed is a key variable determining the character of the 

response. For example, when analgesia is the endpoint measured, not all stressors 

result in analgesia, and not all stress-induced analgesia is opioid mediated (Lewis 

et al., 1980; 1981). Different stress conditions are also known to produce different 

neurochemical changes in the central nervous system (Claustre et al., 1986; Lewis 

et al., 1983; Madden et aL, 1977), as well as differences in in circulating levels of 

hormones (Odio and Maickel, 1985). Behavioral and biochemical responses are very 

sensitive, therefore, both to the type of stress applied, and to other variables such as 

the length and frequency of exposure to stress, animal species, strain, gender, age, 

previous stress experience, housing and handling conditions, and intrinsic biological 

factors such as light-dark cycles and estrus cycles. 

In this chapter we present a comparison of a number of stress models and 

their effects on gastrointestinal transit, a measure of the propulsive motor activity 

of the gut. The stress models evaluated include cold water swimming, warm water 

swimming, ether exposure, cold restraint, exposure to a cat, acute restraint and 

chronic restraint. In addition, we have investigated the influence of strain differences 

and gender differences on restraint stress-induced gastrointestinal dysfunction. 

30 
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The role of endogenous opioids as mediators of stress and the effects of stress 

on different systems is a topic of considerable interest. The fact that opioid peptides 

are synthesized in the brain as well as in the gut suggests that there may be intri

cate interactions between the two. Exogenous administration of opiates results in 

both analgesia and inhibition of the propulsive activity of the gastrointestinal tract. 

Some stressful stimuli activate endogenous opioid systems and opioids have been 

implicated in several models of stress-induced analgesia (Amir and Amit, 1978), car

diovascular changes (Naranjo et al., 1986), alterations in the immune system (Shavit 

et al., 1985), and thermoregulatory changes (Blasig et al., 1978). To evaluate the 

role of endogenous opioids in stress-induced intestinal changes, we investigated the 

actions of opioid antagonists in 4 stress models: cold water swimming, ether expo

sure, acute restraint, and chronic restraint. 

Finally, we evaluated the differences in neural mechanisms of intestinal dys

function associated with acute and chronic wrap restraint stress. The role of en

dogenous opioids in mediating the effects of acute and chronic wrap restraint was 

more fully developed, and since opioid pep tides affect intestinal motility in rodents 

by inhibiting neural release of acetylcholine (ACh) , the actions of cholinergic agents, 

neostigmine and atropine, were evaluated in acute and chronic wrap restraint stress. 
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2.1 Methods 

2.1.1 Animals 

Female Sprague Dawley rats (150-200 gms) were used in all experiments, 

with two exceptions. Female Fischer 344 rats (150-200 gms) were used in experi

ments examining strain differences, and male Sprague Dawley rats (150-200 gms) 

were used in experiments in which gender differences were examined. Female and 

male SID rats and F -344 rats were all received from Hilltop breeders. The animals 

were housed in groups of 5 in a temperature controlled room on a 12 hour light-dark 

cycle (7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.) and were allowed water and rat chow ad lib. Animals 

were allowed at least one week to acclimate to the environment before experiments 

were performed. 

2.1.2 Intestinal Transit 

Rats were anesthetized with a mixture of phenobarbitol and chloral hydate 

(Equithesin (Fox et al., 1983)) and a chronic indwelling Silastic cannula (Dow Corn

ing) was implanted into the proximal duodenum. The cannula was inserted into the 

lumen of the intestine and secured with a suture tied around a small silicone bulb. 

The cannula was brought subcutaneously to the scapular region of the back, where 

it was externalized and housed in a plastic cylinder sutured to the skin and closed 

with a cork. Rats were individually housed and were allowed to recover from surgery 

3 to 5 days. All transit experiments were performed in animals fasted for 18 hours. 

All experiments were performed between 4:00 and 6:00 P.M., with one exception, 

as detailed in the text. 
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Small intestinal transit was evaluated by.instilling 0.5 /.lCi of 51 chromium 

(0.2 ml), as sodium chromate, directly into the duodenum via the implanted can

nula. Thirty-five minutes after the administration of the radiomarker, the animal 

was sacrificed by cervical dislocation and the small intestine removed and cut, with

out spillage of lumenal contents, into ten equal pieces, each of which was counted 

for gamma emissions in a gamma counter. A quantitative evaluation of the distri-

but ion of radioactivity was based on the following equation, as described by Miller 

et al. (1981): 

G . G (GG) ~ (counts per segment) ( segment #) 
eometnc enter = L- (I ) tota counts 

Geometric centers (GC) range from values of 1 to 10, such that a geometric 

center of 1 indicates that transit through the small intestine was maximally inhib

ited, whereas a GC of 10 indicates that transit was maximal. The percent change 

in intestinal transit was calculated according to the following equation: 

% I h
Ob ° 0 _ (control GG - stress GC) 

o n Z 7.tzon - ( I GC ) X 100 contro -1 
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2.1.3 Analgesia 

Analgesia was assessed using the radiant beam tail flick assay (D'Amour 

and Smith, 1941). A cutoff period of 15 seconds was employed to prevent damage 

to the tail. Each animal was tested before application of the stress, as well as 5, 10, 

20, and 40 minutes post-stress. In this way, each animal served as its own control. 

In addition, control groups of animals were tested for an analgesic response 5, 10, 

20, and 40 minutes after vehicle administration. The % analgesia was calculated 

according to the following equation: 

% A I 
. (test latency - control latency) x 100 

o na geS1.a = 
(15 - control latency) 

2.1.4 Stressors 

2.1.4.1 Swim Stress. 

Rats were forced to swim intermittently in water maintained at 4 °C (cold 

water swimming) or 20°C (warm water swimming), according to the methods 

modified as described below from Girardot and Holloway (1984). The parameters 

for intermittent swim stress were the following: 10 exposures in which the animal 

swam for a period of 10 seconds, with three exposures per minute. Control animals 

were not forced to swim. However, for the purpose of analgesia testing, carried 

out in animals subjected to cold water swimming, control animals had their tails 

immersed in cold water for 60 seconds to insure that a delayed latency in tailflick 

was not a condition of the cold. To assess intestinal transit, 51 Cr was administered 

5 minutes before swimming. 
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2.1.4.2 Ether .Exposure. 

Ether stressed animals were placed in a large dessicator containing a layer 

of diethyl ether-saturated gauze sponges until the rats completely lost their righting 

reflex and fell on their sides. The animals were then maintained under ether vapors 

by means of a nose cone for an additional amount of time so that the total exposure 

was 5 minutes. This method was described in detail by Johnston and Negro-Villar 

(1986). Control animals were placed in a dessicator that had never been used as an 

ether chamber. To assess intestinal transit, SlCr was administered as soon as the 

animals were ether anesthetized, and the animals were sacrificed 35 minutes later. 

2.1.4.3 Exposure to a Cat. 

Exposing rats to a predator (cat) may be a purely psychological form of 

stress. Exposing rodents to a cat has been reported to result in opioid-mediated 

analgesia (Lester and Fanselow, 1985). To study the effects of this form of stress on 

intestinal transit, we placed 5 rats in a plexiglass cage with a mesh top. A cat was 

placed on top of the rat cage and a plexiglass box placed over her with holes in it for 

ventilation. After 25 minutes, the cat was removed, SlCr was administered to the 

rats, and the rats were returned to the cage with the cat on top for an additional 35 

minutes. Total exposure to the cat was 60 minutes. Control animals were similarly 

housed for a period of 60 minutes and transit was assessed in the control group 

before the cat was brought into the room. 

2.1.4.4 Cold Plus Restraint. 

Rats were placed in a specially fabricated wire mesh restrainer and placed in 

a cold room (4 °C) for 1 hour. Radiochromium was administered after 25 minutes 

without removing the animals from restraint, and animals were sacrificed 35 minutes 
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later. This method is classically used in the study of stress-induced ulcer formation 

and has been described in detail elsewhere (Senay and Levine, 1967). The effects 

of cold alone were studied in animals placed in the cold room for one hour in their 

home cages. Control animals were kept in their home cages at room temperature. 

2.1.4.5 Wrap Restraint. 

This stress model is a novel method of restraint which is milder than classical 

restaint models in that it does not result in the formation of ulcers (see results in 

Chapter 3). The method consists of partially restraining rats in a harness of paper 

(masking) tape to restrict movement of the upper body and forelimbs. Rats were 

lightly anesthetized with ether and had their foreshoulders and upper forelimbs 

wrapped in masking tape to restrict, but not prevent movement. The animals 

recovered from ether within 2-5 minutes and immediately moved about in their 

cages. The rats could eat and drink normally, but had restricted mobility of their 

forelimbs which prevented them from grooming their face, upper head, and neck. 

Control animals were ether anesthetized but were not wrapped. After recovering 

from ether anesthesia, control rats often groomed their face, head, and abdomen. 

One advantage of this method of restraint is that it allows one to study the 

effects of acute or chronic stress. For acute wrap restraint, rats were anesthetized 

with ether, wrapped and immediately administered 51Cr. The animals were sacri

ficed to assess intestinal transit 35 minutes later. The total length of wrap restraint 

in the acute model was thus 35 minutes. For chronic restraint, the animals were 

wrap restrained at the conclusion of the surgical placement of the duodenal cannula 

while under anesthesia. The rats remained wrap restrained for 72 hours, at which 

time 51Cr was administered and transit assessed 35 minutes later. Chronic wrap 

restraint thus represented a total duration of 3 days. 
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2.1.5 Gonadectomy 

Surgical ablation of the gonads was performed in male and female Sprague 

Dawley rats 7 days before intestinal transit was assessed. To remove the gonads, 

a midline abdominal incision was made, the testes or ovaries located and isolated 

from other structures of the reproductive system by tying a suture. The ovaries or 

testes were cut and removed, intestianl cannulae were placed in the proximal colon 

and duodenum, and the abdonem was closed. The animals were allowed 7 days to 

recover form the surgical procedure to ensure sufficient time for the body to clear all 

circulating sex steroids. Sham gonadectomies were performed by making a midline 

abdominal incision, and locating the ovaries or testes without removing them. 

2.1.6 In Vitro Preparation 

Whole segments of jejunum were isolated from female Sprague Dawley rats 

which had either been wrap restrained for 3 days (chronic stress). or not wrapped 

or stressed (control). The contractile activities of whole jejunal segments from 

chronically stressed and control rats were compared. The intestinal segments were 

removed 10 cm below the gastroduodenal juncture and were cleaned of any connec

tive tissue and blood vessels. The segment was attatched to a 14 K gold chain using 

5-0 silk thread. The segment was then connected to the bottom of the tissue bath 

and to a Grass isometric force transducer (model FT030). The tissue was bathed 

in Kreb's bicarbonate buffer w~med to 37 °C and bubbled with 95% 02 5% CO2, 

Each tissue was stretched to Lo as determined by a carbachol dose response curve 

and then the relative contactile response of the tissue to increasing stimulation fre

quencies was determined, compared to the contractile response to a supermaximal 
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dose of carbachol. The segments were stimulated transmurally (100.v, 1100 p,A, 

0.5 sec duration at frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 64 pulses per second (Hz) using 

platinum electrodes and a Grass S44D stimulator. 

2.1.7 Drugs 

Morphine and naloxone were purchased from Endo Laboratories. Naltrex

one pellets were supplied by Innovative Research Inc. Neostigmine and atropine 

were obtained from Sigma Chemicals. Drugs were made fresh daily in distilled 

water, and control injections consisted of the administration of distilled water. 

2.1.8 Statistics 

The responses to different stressors were compared to the appropriate con

trols, and significant differences determined using student's t-test. For multiple 

comparisons, one or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Neuman

KeuIs test for comparisons of means (Tallorida and Murray, 1981) were used. * 
indicates p<.05, and ** indicates p<.Ol. 

2.2 Results 

2.2.1 Intestinal Effects of Stressors 

A number of different stress models resulted in significant inhibition of small 

intestinal transit. A comparison of the effects of each of the stress models evaluated 

for intestinal effects is shown in Figure 2-1. Each model is shown and the percent 

inhibition of transit that resulted from each is displayed. Of the models of stress 
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studied, acute wrapping restraint stress resulted in the most profound inhibition of 
-

small intestinal propulsive activity. Acute and chronic wrap restraint, cold water 

swimming, ether exposure, and cold plus restraint all resulted in significant inhi

bition of small intestinal transit. Exposure to a cat, to cold, and to warm water 

swimming did not affect intestinal transit. 

2.2.2 Effects of Opioid Antagonists 

To investigate the potential role of endogenous opioids as mediators of stress

induced intestinal dysfunction, we chose 4 stressors that resulted in an inhibition of 

intestinal transit and evaluated the effects of naloxone or naltrexone, which would 

be expected to block the effects of endogenous opioid substances. The effects of 

the opioid receptor antagonists were tested in acute and chronic wrap restraint 

stress, ether stress and cold swim stress. Table 2-1 shows the effects of naloxone 

or naltrexone on stress-induced antitransit effects of these 4 models. For the three 

forms of acute stress, naloxone was administered in a single dose (3 mg/kg s.c.) 10 

minutes before stress. In the case of chronic wrap restraint, 2 naltrexone pellets (30 

~g/pellet) were implanted subcutaneously at the same time the animals were wrap 

restrained. The intestinal effects of ether stress and chronic wrap restraint were 

sensitive to naloxone or naltrexone, and administration of the opioid antagonists 

before application of stress protected against stress-induced impairment of transit. 

On the other hand, acute restraint and cold water swimming were not affected by 

naloxone. 
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Figure 2-1 Comparison of 8 stress models and their effects on small intestinal 
transit in rats. Data are expressed as the mean percent inhibition of transit ± SEM. 
(n = 4-6 per group). 
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Table 2-1 Effects of opioid antagonists, naloxone (3 mg/kg s.c.} and nal
trexone (2 pellets, 35 mg/pellet, s.c.), on stress-induced inhibition of small intestinal 
transit for 4 stress models. Data represent mean geometric center ± SEM. 

Control Stress 

Stressor Saline Naloxone Saline Naloxone 

Acute Wrap Restraint 5.26 5.10 3.13 3.25 

± .22 ± .20 ± .23 ± .17 

Cold Swim ·5.25 4.88 3.22 3.09 

± .23 ± .51 ± .16 ± .46 

Ether 5.74 5.50 4.46 5.44 

± .31 ± .21 ± .20 ± .26 

Chronic Wrap Restraint 6.15 5.65 4.45 5.75 

± .14 ± .39 ± .33 ± .15 
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2.2.3 Analgesia 

Three stress models were evaluated for the production of analgesia. The 

actions of naloxone (3 or 10 mg/kg s.c.), administered 10 minutes before application 

of stress, were also studied. Figure 2-2 shows the results of these experiments. Panel 

A shows the percent analgesia produced by acute wrap restraint stress. Acute 

wrap restraint stress-induced analgesia was significantly attenuated by a low dose 

of naloxone (3 mg/kg s.c.) and was completely blocked by a high dose of naloxone 

(10 mg/kg s.c.). Ether stress also resulted in analgesia, as shown in panel B of 

Figure 2-2. Naloxone was ineffective at early time points in affecting ether stress

induced analgesia, however, analgesia was significantly attenuated at the 20 and 40 

minute time points. The results of cold water swim stress are shown in panel C. 

Cold water swim stress resulted in anlagesia that was not affected by the opioid 

antagonist, naloxone. 

2.2.4 Morphine Effects 

Figure 2-3 shows the effects of peripherally administered morphine (1 -

30 mg/kg sc) on analgesia and intestinal transit in the rat. Panel A shows the 

dose-response curve for morphine-induced analgesia. The analgesic effects of mor

phine peaked 20 minutes after peripheral administration of the drug, and the dose

response curve represents the peak effects of morphine at each dose. Panel B shows 

a similar dose-response curve for the anti transit effects of morphine. Peripherally 

administered morphine resulted in a dose-related inhibition of small intestinal tran

sit. 
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Figure 2-2 Stress-induced analgesia, measured 5, 10, 20 and 40 minutes after 
stress application, and the effects of naloxone for (a) acute wrap restraint stress, 
(b) ether stress, and (c) cold swim. 
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Figure 2-3 The effects of peripherally administered morphine on a) analgesia 
and b) small intestinal transit in the rat. 
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2.2.5 Strain Differences 

One variable involved in determining the response to stress is the strain of 

the rat. We evaluated the effects of acute wrapping restraint stress in 2 strains of 

rats, female Sprague Dawley and female Fischer 344 rats, at two different times of 

the day. These results are shown in Figure 2-4. Panel A shows the response of both 

strains under control and stress conditions when the animals were stressed at 1:00 

P.M. for a period of 35 minutes. Panel B shows the same results when the animals 

were stressed at 5:00 P.M. for the same length of time. The control values for 

intestinal transit, expressed as the geometric center, were not significantly different 

between strains, or at different times of the day. However, under stress conditions, 

the Fischer 344 rats were consistently more responsive than the Sprague Dawley 

rats. Both strains responded to a greater degree later in the day (5:00 P.M.). 

2.2.6 Gender Differences 

In addition to strain differences, we evaluated gender differences in acute 

and chronic wrap restraint stress. Figure 2-5 shows the results of these experiments. 

Both males and females responded equally to acute restraint. However, with chronic 

restraint, only females responded to the chronic stress with an inhibition of small 

intestinal transit. Males were not affected or had accomodated to the effects of 

stress (Panel A). Interestingly, surgical gonadectomy, performed 7 days before stress 

was applied, reversed this trend. Panel B of Figure 2-5 shows the effects of stress 

in sham-operated and gonadectomized animals. Following surgical ablation of the 

gonads, males were more sensitive to the antitransit effects of chronic wrap restraint 

than females. 
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Figure 2-4 Strain differences in stress-induced inhibition of small intestinal 
transit in female Sprague Dawley and Fischer 344 rats, at two different times of the 
day. Data represent mean G.C. ± SEM (n = 6 per group). 
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Figure 2-5 Gender differences in stress-induced inhibition of small intestinal 
transit in male and female SID rats. (a). The effects of acute and chronic stress on 
intact males and females. (b). The effects of chronic stress in intact and gonadec
tomized males and females. (Mean G.C. ± SEM, n = 6-8 per group). 
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2.2.7 Differences in Acute and Chronic Stress 

Figure 2-6 compares the intestinal effects of acute and chronic wrap restraint 

stress. Both acute and chronic exposure to stress result in a similar inhibition of 

small intestinal transit. However, the intestinal effects of acute and chronic stress 

are mediated by different neurochemical pathways, as demonstrated by a difference 

in naloxone sensitivity of the two stressors. The intestinal effects of acute wrap 

restraint were not affected by the opioid antagonist, even at doses greater than 10 

mg/kg (data not shown). The dose of naloxone used in this example (10 mg/kg 

sc) has been shown to block the actions of opioids at /-t, 0, and IC opioid receptors. 

In contrast to acute wrap restraint, chronic wrap restraint stress was affected by 

naloxone. However, the antagonist only partially blocked the effects of stress on 

intestinal function, and the antagonist was only effective when administered before 

stress was applied. In the example in Figure 2-6, (panel B), 2 naltrexone pellets 

(30 mg/pellet) were implanted subcutaneously before stress was applied and the 

animals received both chronic exposure to naltrexone and to stress. 

2.2.7.1 Cholinergic Neurotransmission. Opioid peptides alter intestinal 

transit in rodents by inhibiting the release of ACh from the terminals of enteric 

cholinergic neurons. Opiate receptors have been demonstrated on presynaptic nerve 

terminals. To determine the general state of cholinergic neurotransmission in acute 

and chronic stress, we evaluated the actions of neostigmine, an inhibitor of acetyl

cholinesterase, and atropine, a muscarinic cholinergic receptor antagonist, on small 

intestinal transit in control, acutely stressed, and chronically stressed animals. Fig

ure 2-7 shows the results of these studies. Atropine consistently resulted in an 
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Figure 2-6 The effects of naloxone and naltrexone on (a) acute and (b) chronic 
stress-induced intestinal dysfunction. Data expressed as mean geometric center ± 
SEM. (n=6-8 animals per group). 
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inhibition of small intestinal transit in control and stressed animals, indicating nor

mal cholinergic neural tone of the small intestine. In contrast, neostigmine did not 

affect intestinal transit in control or acutely stressed animals. However, neostigmine 

completely reversed the effects of chronic stress. This result suggests that during 

chronic stress, cholinergic neural activity may be under chronic inhibition, possibly 

by endogenous opioids. 

If the gut is under tonic inhibitory opioid control during chronic stress, 

opioid dependence may be apparent in the intestines of chronically stressed rats. 

To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the actions of naloxone to induce withdrawal in 

isolated segments of rat jejunum taken from chronically stressed rats, and compared 

the results to control jejunal segments. Figure 2-8 shows the frequency response 

curves for rat whole jejunal segments from chronically stressed and non-stressed 

rats (panel A). A modest increase in tension, expressed as the % maximum, was 

seen with increasing pulse frequencies, with a peak response at approximately 24-

32 Hz. There was no difference in the frequency response curves for stressed and 

control segments. When naloxone (1000 nM) was added to the bath, panel B, 

the % maximum response was significantly increased both in segments taken from 

stressed and from control animals. There was no difference between stressed and 

control segments; therefore no opioid withdrawal was detectable in the intestinal 

segments from chronically stressed rats. However, as shown in Figure 2-9, there was 

a significant increase in contractile strength in the presence of naloxone, indicating 

that the gut is normally under tonic inhibitory opioid regulation. 
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Figure 2-7 The effects of cholinergic agents, neostigmine (0.1 mg/kg s.c.) and 
atropine (1.0 mg/kg s.c.), on small intestinal transit in A) control, B) acute stress 
and C) chronic stress. Data represent mean G.C. ± SEM (n = 8-10 per group). 
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Figure 2-8 Frequency-response curves of rat isolated whole jejunum in vitro, 
removed from control and stressed rats, in (a) normal Kreb's and (b) Kreb's + 
naloxone (1000 nM). (n = 4 rats per group). 
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Figure 2-9 Frequency-response curves of rat isolated whole jejunum in vitro, 
removed from control rats, in normal Kreb's and Kreb's + naloxone (1000 nM). (n 
= 4 rats per group). 
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2.3 Discussion 

Many of the stressors studied resulted in significant inhibition of small in

testinal transit. Acute and chronic wrap restraint, cold water swimming, ether 

exposure, and cold plus restraint all resulted in significant inhibition of small in

testinal propulsive activity. Exposure to a cat, to cold, and to warm water swim

ming did not affect small intestinal transit. It is difficult to predict why certain 

types of stress altered intestinal transit and others did not. Keim and Sigg (1976) 

have suggested that restraint stress includes both physical and psychological com

ponents, and it is interesting to notice that all of the stressors that affected transit 

included multiple stress exposures (cold and restraint, cold and swimming, physical 

and psychological stress associated with restraint and ether). These stressors were 

much more efficacious in inhibiting transit than a stressor, such as cold exposure 

or warm water swimming, or exposure to a cat. This indicates there may be a 

form of "dose-responsiveness" of the intestine to stress. The relative contributions 

of physical and psychological distress in the response of the intestine is impossible 

to evaluate since few stressors are entirely physical or entirely psychological when 

the exposed animal is conscious. 

Certain stressors, such as chronic wrap restraint and ether stress, were sen

sitive to the actions of opioid antagonists, and the stress-induced inhibition of small 

intestinal transit was prevented by pretreatment with naloxone or naltrexone. This 

suggests that ether exposure and chronic wrap restraint may activate endogenous 

opioid systems that are involved in mediating the effects of stress on the gut. On the 
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other hand, acute restraint and cold water swimming were not affected by nalox

one, suggesting that stress-induced antitransit effects are not opioid-mediated under 

these circumstances. 

This dichotomy of results is similar to reports of stress-induced analgesia, 

in that certain stressors, such as intermittent footshock (Watkins et al., 1982a), 

shock to the forepaws (Watkins et al., 1982b), anticipation of footshock (Willer 

et al., 1981), food deprivation (Bodnar et al., 1978), and immobilization (Hayes 

et al., 1978), result in opioid mediated analgesia, whereas other stressors, such 

as brief continuous footshock (Watkins et al., 1982a), hindpaw shock (Watkins et 

al., 1982b), centrifugal rotation (Hayes, et al., 1978), and cold water swimming 

(Lal et al., 1978), appear to produce analgesia that is non-opioid mediated. A 

comparison of the analgesic and antitransit effects of four stressors, cold swim, 

ether, acute and chronic wrap restraint (table 2-2) revealed a further dichotomy: 

opioid mediated analgesia did not ensure opioid mediated antitransit effects or vice 

versa. For example, acute wrapping restraint stress resulted in analgesia that was 

blocked by naloxone. However, the antitransit effects of acute wrapping restraint 
j 

stress were not reversed by naloxone. Ether stress resulted in an inhibition of small 

intestinal transit that was completely reversed by naloxone. However, the peak 

analgesic response to ether stress was not affected by naloxone, although later time 

points of analgesia seemed to be sensitive to the actions of the antagonist. Cold 

swim stress resulted in analgesia that was not affected by naloxone. Likewise, the 

antitransit effects of cold water swim stress were insensitive to naloxone. 
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Table 2-2 A comparison of opioid and non-opioid mediated analgesia and 
antitransit effects of four stress models. 

Stressor Analgesia Antitransit 

Acute Wrap Restraint opioid non-opioid 

Cold Swim non-opioid non-opioid 

Ether opioid opioid 

Chronic Wrap Restraint not tested opioid 
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It is somewhat surprising that a stressor which results in opioid mediated 

analgesia may not result in intestinal effects which are opioid mediated. Exoge

nous administration of opiates and opioid peptides into the lateral ventricles of the 

brain results in both analgesia and antitransit effects (Stewart et al., 1978; Galligan 

and Burks, 1983a). In addition, opiates can inhibit intestinal propulsive activity 

via peripheral action, presumably by activiating opioid receptors within the enteric 

nervous system of the gut itself (Burks, 1976; Hollt and Wuster, 1978). Figure 

2-4 demonstrates that peripherally administered morphine results in both analgesia 

and anti transit effects. A differential response to naloxone for analgesia and anti

transit effects of the same stress model suggests that different mechanisms exist for 

initiating analgesia and antitransit effects. Examples of a dissociation of analgesia 

and gastrointestinal effects have been reported for electroconvulsive shock stress 

(Galligan and Burks, 1983), and footshock (Galligan et al., 1983a). 

An evaluation of strain differences revealed that Fischer 344 rats were con

sistently more sensitive than Sprague Dawley rats to acute wrap restraint stress. 

This corresponds to reports in the literature which suggest that the Fischer strain 

is more sensitive to stress, resulting in a greater production of analgesia (Urca et 

al., 1985). Interestingly, both strains responded to a greater degree later in the day 

(5:00 P.M.). This suggests that there may be a dependence on circadian variations 

in hormone levels for stress-induced intestinal dysfunction. Adrenocorticotropin 

(ACTH), a pituitay hormone released in response to stress, is known to follow a 

circadian pattern, and release of ACTH is maximal in rodents just prior to the dark 

phase (ie. late afternoon) (Szafarczyk et al., 1985). Puglisi-Allegra et al. (1982) 

reported that stress-induced analgesia was dependent on the time of the day at 

which the experiments were performed, suggesting a circadian influence. 
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In addition to strain differences, gender differences were also apparent in one 

model, chronic wrap restraint stress. Females were more sensitive than males to the 

antitransit effects of chronic stress. However, surgical removal of the gonads, ade

quately in advance of transit studies to assure disappearance of gonadal hormones, 

completely reversed the gender differences in sensitivity to chronic wrap restraint. 

This suggests that the sex hormones may also have an influence on stress-induced 

intestinal changes. Females have been reported to be more sensitive to stress in 

a number of other cases (Menendez-Patterson et aI., 1984; Williams et aI., 1985), 

and the majority of patients with irritable bowel syndrome are females (Fielding, 

1977). In addition, estrogen itself has been shown to inhibit small intestinal transit 

(Wajdula et aI., 1985; Ryan and Bhojwani, 1986). 

Changing the duration of exposure to the same stress timulus dramatically 

changed the neural pathways involved in mediating the stress effect. Naltrexone, 

administered chronically, blocked the effects of chronic stress on small intestinal 

transit, suggesting that the intestinal effects of chronic sress may be due to the 

release of endogenous opioids. In contrast, the intestinal effects of acute stress 

were not affected by naloxone. Therefore, the acute effects of wrap restraint stress 

are not mediated by endogenous opioids. Neostigmine, an acetylcholinesterase in

hibitor, reversed the effects of chronic wrap restraint stress on intestinal transit. 

This suggested to us that chronic stress may result in chronic inhibition of choliner

gic neurotransmission, possibly by endogenous opioids, which are known to inhibit 

neural release of ACh (Schaumann, 1957; North and Williams, 1976). Neostigmine 

prevents the inhibitory effects of morphine on intestinal transit in the rat (Stew

art, 1982). We postulated that the gut of chronically stressed animals may show 

opioid dependence. The intestine of other species (guinea pig, mouse, dog) have 
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been shown to be very sensitive to chronic opiate administration and the guinea pig 

ileum will exhibit a withdrawal contraction in the presence of naloxone. However, 

in whole segments of rat jejunum removed from control and stressed rats, we saw 

no difference in contractile force between stress and control intestinal segments in 

the presence of naloxone. However, naloxone did result in an increase in the con

tractility in both control and stressed jejunal segments, suggesting that opioids do 

exert a tonic inhibitory influence on the gut. The site of endogenous opioid action in 

chronic stress may not be in the enteric nervous system; endogenous opioids may be 

released within the central nervous system or peripherally from the adrenal medulla 

or anterior pituitary. 

2.3.1 Summary 

To summarize, we found that different stress paradigms initiated analgesia 

and/ or inhibition of small intestinal transit by different neurochemical means. Some 

stress models produced antitransit effects, and of those that did, the antipropulsive 

activity induced by stress was mediated by opioid peptides only in a small portion 

of the total number of stressors studied. In one case, the opioid mediated antitransit 

effects of chronic wrap restraint stress were associated with changes in cholinergic 

neuronal activity, suggesting that chronic stress may increase tonic inhibitory opioid 

control of cholinergic neurotransmission. The results of in vitro studies suggested 

that the gut may normally be under tonic opioid control; however, no opioid depen

dence was seen in the intestinal segments taken from rats exposed to chronic stress. 

Opioid mediated anti transit effects and opioid mediated analgesia did not always 

occur in the same stress model. Therefore, different mechanisms must account for 
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the diverse expression of responses to stress. Finally, the evaluation of stress models 

was found to be confounded by strain or gender differences, and circadian influences. 

It is clear that stress is a perturbation that affects the entire organism, and, 

like ripples emanating from a central perturbation on the surface of a pond, the 

results of stress are far-reaching and interrelated. Different neurochemical pathways 

are used under different circumstances, possibly to assure an appropriate response 

to the particular stimulus. Every variable which affects the neurochemical and 

hormonal milieu of the animal's internal environment affects the resulting changes 

that occur in response to stress, and these variables must be controlled for if we 

hope to understand this complex interplay of systems. 



CHAPTER 3 

ACUTE WRAP RESTRAINT STRESS: A MODEL FOR IBS 

The objective changes in intestinal motor function associated with stress in 

humans are: 1) decreased small intestinal motility (Wingate et al., 1982; Stanghellini, 

et al., 1983; Grenata et al., 1973; Valori et aL, 1986) and transit (Cann et al., . 
1983; O'Brien et aI., 1985; Connell, 1984), 2) increased colonic motility and transit 

(Snape et aL, 1977; Narducci, et al., 1985), and 3) diarrhea, constipation, or alter

nating episodes of both (Almy, 1973). Gastric emptying is reportedly not affected 

in irritable bowel syndrome (Camilleri et al., 1986; Nielsen et aL, 1986), although 

severe stress can result in an inhibition of gastric emptying in both humans and 

rats (Thompson et al., 1982; Koo et al., 1985). Although the symptomatology of 

stress-related gastrointestinal dysfunction has been characterized, the etiology of 

stress-induced intestinal motility dysfunction is completely unknown. 

Attempts to elucidate the mechanisms by which stress affects intestinal mo

tor activity have led to conflicting results, possibly because different stress models 

were used in different studies. The lack of an appropriate animal model has hin

dered studies of causality. In the previous chapter, we compared a number of stress 

models and the resulting range of gastrointestinal responses that were associated 

with each. We found that different stress paradigms initiated different degrees of 

intestinal dysfunction, and, further, that stress-related intestinal dysfunction was 

mediated by different neW'ochemical pathways in different stress models. These 

studies have two important implications. First, it is clear that stress result:;; in a 

61 
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perturbation of the entire internal mileu of an animal, and that resultant changes 

seen in a specific end. organ such as the gut are very dependent on the type of stress, 

as well as a number of other factors, such as animal species, strain, gender, age, pre

vious stress experience, and intrinsic biological factors, such as the light-dark cycle. 

Secondly, in order to study the effects of stress on the gastrointestinal tract, care 

must be taken to eliminate as many extrinsic factors as possible, and to evaluate 

the importance of intrinsic factors in the stress response. 

The discrepancies in the literature concerning the consequences of stress 

and or lBS on the intestine may be due to the inability of investigators to measure 

intestianl parameters in different areas of the gut. The purpose of this study was 

threefold: 1) to evaluate a mild form of restraint as a potential model for lBS by 

characterizing the effects of wrap restraint stress on a number of intestinal func

tions, gastric emptying, small intestinal transit, large intestinal transit, and fecal 

excretion, 2) to determine the reliability of the model as a stress stimulus by mea

suring changes in the pituitary-adrenal axis, the endocrine system most central to 

the stress response, and 3) to investigate the potential of pituitary or adrenally

derived factors as mediators of the effects of stress on the intestine. An animal 

model should fulfill some specific criteria to be deemed appropraite as a model 

of irritable bowel ayndrome. The effects of stress on intestinal transit in the rat 

should be similar to reported stress-induced changes in intestinal motor function in 

humans. In humans, small intestinal motility is inhibited, large intestinal motility 

is stimulated, diarrhea may result, and gastric emptying is unaffected by stress. 

Similar symptoms are commonly associated with lBS. 
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3.1 Methods 

3.1.1 Animals 

Female Sprague Dawley rats (150 - 200 grams) were used in all experiments. 

The animals were housed in groups of 5 in a temperature controlled room on a 12 

hour light-dark cycle (7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.) and were allowed water and rat chow 

ad lib. Animals were allowed at least one week to acclimate to the environment 

before experiments were performed. 

3.1.2 Stress 

The stress model used in all experiments was "wrapping restraint stress" , a 

novel procedure which is milder than classical restraint models in that it does not 

result in the formation of ulcers (see Results). We were concerned that mucosal ul

cers produced by classical restraint stress models, such as cold plus restraint, would 

act as an additional, uncontrolled source of stress and complicate interpretation of 

our results. In addition, peptic ulcers are not a feature of ms. 

Animals were stressed by partially restraining them in a harness of paper 

(masking) tape to restrict movement of the upper body and forelimbs. Rats were 

lightly anesthetized with ether and their foreshoulders, upper forelimbs, and tho

racic trunk were wrapped in paper tape to restrict, but not prevent, movement. The 

animals recovered from ether within 2-5 minutes and immediately moved about in 

their cages and ate and drank, but had restricted mobility of their forelimbs which 

prevented them from grooming the face, upper head, and neck. Control animals 
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were ether anesthetized but were not wrapped. After recovering from ether anes

thesia, control rats diligently groomed the face, head and abdomen. 

3.1.3 Gastrointestinal Transit 

Rats were anesthetized with a mixture of phenobarbitol and chloral hydrate 

(Equithesin(Fox et al., 1983)), the abdomen was opened by a midline incision, and 

a chronic indwelling Silastic cannula (Dow Corning), .5mm i.d. and .9mm o.d., was 

implanted into the proximal duodenum and proximal colon. The cannulae were 

inserted into the lumen of the intestine and secured with a suture. The cannulae 

were brought subcutaneously to the scapular region of the back, where they were 

externalized and housed in a plastic cylinder (fashioned from the barrel of a 3.0 ml 

plastic syringe) sutured to the skin and closed with a cork. Rats were individually 

housed and allowed to recover from surgery for 3 to 5 days. All transit experiments 

were performed in animals that had been fasted for 18 to 24 hours. 

Small and large intestinal transit were evaluated in rats by instilling 0.5 jlCi 

of SICr, as sodium chromate dissolved in distilled water, directly into the duode

num or colon via the implanted cannula. Gastric emptying was evaluated. by oral 

administration (gavage) of the radiomarker. The radio chromium served as a non

absorbable marker for measuring the quantitative movement of contents along the 

lumen of the bowel. To study the effects of wrapping restraint stress on intestinal 

transit and gastric emptying, rats were lightly anesthetized with ether, wrapped, 

and immediately administered chromium by oral gavage or via the indwelling lumi

nal cannula. Control animals were briefly ether-anesthetized, handled in a manner 

to suggest "sham wrapping", and administered chromium. This brief exposure to 
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ether did not affect normal transit. Thirty-five minutes after the administration of 

the radiomarker, the animals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation and- the small 

and large intestine were removed and each was divided, without spillage of con

tents, into ten (small intestine) and five (large intestine) equal segments by use of 

a premeasured template. In determining large bowel transit, the feces were saved 

and counted for gamma radiation. The feces represented an additional segment of 

the large intestine and were included in the calculation of the geometric center for 

colonic transit. Each segment, and the fecal material, was placed into an indivi"dual 

vial and was counted for gamma emissions for 1 minute in a gamma counter (Tracor 

Analytic). The amount of radioactivity determined for the individual segments was 

used to calculate the geometric center of transit, a quantitative evaluation of the 

distribution of the radioactivity along the small and large intestine (Miller et aI., 

1981), according to the following equation: 

G t · C t (GC) " (counts per segment) (segment #) 
eome TIC en er = L...." ( ) 

total counts 

Geometric centers (GC) range from values of 1 to 10, such that a geometric 

center of 1 indicates that transit through the small intestine was maximally inhib

ited, whereas a GC of 10 indicates that transit was maximal. The percent change 

in intestinal transit was calculated according to the following equations: 

% I h 
'b' , (control GC - stress GC) 

o n z ,t,on = ( 1 GC ) X 100 contro -1 

% I 
(stress GC - control GC) 

o ncrease = ( 1 GC) x 100 contro 
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To evaluate gastric emptying, the stomach was placed in a test tube, and 

the intestine, cut into ten equal segments as for transit evaluation, was put into 

test tubes, and the total amount of radioactivity in the stomach and small intes

tine determined by gamma emission. The amount of radioactivity emptied from 

the stomach, expressed as % Gastric Emptying, was calculated according to the 

following equation: 

% G 
. E . (total counts - stomach counts) 0 

o astT1.C mpty~ng = (l t ) X 10 tota coun s 

All experiments were performed between 1600 and 1800 hr., with one ex

ception. To study the effects of circadian influences on stress-induced inhibition of 

intestinal transit, transit was assessed in wrap-restraint stressed and non-stressed 

control rats at 0100, 0400, 0700, 1000, 1300, 1600, 1700, 1900, and 2200 hr. 

3.1.4 ACTH and Beta-Endorphin Assays 

To determine that our model was indeed a "stressor", we measured plasma 

levels of adrenocorticotropin (ACTH) and ,a-endorphin by radioimmunoassay (RIA). 

Two groups of 30 animals were anesthetized with an injection of Equithesin (0.2-

0.3 mI/100g i.p.), and an indwelling jugular cannula was placed according to the 

method described by Yoburn et al. (1984). The animals were housed individually 

and allowed 72 hours to recover from surgery. Both groups of animals were lightly 

anesthetized with ether and the stress group was wrap restrained. 

The indwelling jugular cannulae were used to· draw 3.0 mIs of blood from 

each animal. Each animal represented only one time point, and had blood drawn 
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only one time. Blood was drawn 0, 10, 20, 30, and 60 minutes after stress or 

control ether exposure, in different groups of animals, into a 6 ml syringe containing 

5mg EDTA to prevent coagulation (n=6 animals per time point). Blood samples 

were then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 20,000 rpm and 4 °c, and the plasma 

collected, divided into 0.5 ml aliquots, and frozen (-20 OC) for assay at a later 

time. Radioimmunoassay kits for ACTH and ,a-endorphin were purchased from 

Immunonuclear Corporation. To establish baseline ACTH and ,a-endorphin levels, 

blood was drawn from 6 animals that had been neither wrap-restrained nor ether 

anesthetized. 

To study the change in hormone levels in stressed and non-stressed animals 

over a 24 hour period, we followed a similar procedure, and blood was drawn 20 

minutes after stress, or after exposure to ether alone in the case of non-stressed ani

mals. ACTH and ,a-endorphin levels were measured in control and wrap-restrained 

rats at the same times of the day that transit had been assessed (0100,0400, 0700, 

1000, 1300, 1600, 1700, 1900, and 2200 hr.) 

3.1.5 Analgesia 

Stress commonly results in the production of analgesia. To evaluate the 

ability of wrap restraint to produce analgesia, rats were restrained, and sensitivity 

to a noxious heat stimulus evaluated 10 minutes before, and 10, 20, 40, 60, and 90 

minutes after the stress was applied. Control animals were tested 10 minutes before 

a brief ether exposure, as well as 10, 20, 40, 60, and 90 minutes afterwards. The 

analgesia test used was the tail fiick assay (D'Amour and Smith, 1941), in which a 

beam of light is focussed on the ventral side of the tail, and the latency to flick the 
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tail away from the noxious stimulus measured. Three groups of 5 animals were used 

in the analgesia experiment. One group was ether anesthetized and wrap restrained. 

A second group was treated with the opioid antagonist, naloxone (10 mg/kg s.c.), 

10 minutes before wrap restraint. The third group served as a control group, and 

were ether anesthetized, but were not wrap restrained, and received saline s.c. 

3.1.6 Ulcers 

We compared the ulcerogenic potential of wrapping restraint stress to clas

sicai cold plus restraint stress. Three groups of 5 animals per group were used. In 

the first group, animals were lightly ether anesthetized and wrap restrained for 60 

minutes. A second group was placed in wire mesh restrainers in a prone position for 

60 minutes. The third group served as controls, and were neither anesthetized nor 

restrained in any fashion. After one hour exposure to restraint, the animals were 

sacrificed and the stomach and proximal intestinal were removed and cut open along 

the greater curvature, rinsed with saline, laid flat, and visually inspected for ulcers. 

Ulcers were scored according to the criteria described by Garrick et al. (1986). 

Briefly, the total number of lesions were counted and the surface area damaged by 

individual lesions was measured by totaling the length of red streaks in millimeters 

for the entire glandular portion of each stomach. 
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3.1.7 Hypophysectomy and Adrenalectomy 

Hypophysectomized and adrenalectomized female Sprague Dawley rats (150-

200g) and the appropriate sham surgery animals were purchased from Harlan Breed

ers. Upon arrival, the adrenalectomized animals were given 2% saline drinking water 

and apple and orange segments, in addition to Purina rat chow, to improve their 

survival. Sham animals and hypophysectomy animals were also given apple and 

orange segments but normal drinking water. The animals were allowed 4-5 days 

to recover from shipping. Bilateral adrenalectomy was confirmed at the time of 

sacrifice by visual inspection for adrenal glands. The completeness of hypophysec

tomy was subjectively evaluated by scoring for the loss of guard hairs. Animals that 

retained guard hairs were not used in the study. 

3.1.8 Drugs 

ACTH and ,B-endorphin were purchased from Peninsula, Inc. Drugs were 

made fresh daily in distilled water. Radioimmunoassay kits for determination of 

plasma levels of ACTH were purchased from ImmunoNuclear Corp. 

3.1.9 Statistics 

The responses to wrapping restraint stress were tested for significant differ

ences using student's t-test, and for multiple comparisons one or two-way analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) followed by Neuman-Keuls test for comparisons of means 

(Tallarida and Murray, 1981). * indicates p<.05, and ** indicates p<.01. 
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Gastrointestinal Effects 

Wrap restraint stress produced a· significant alteration of small and large 

intestinal transit. The stress resulted in as much as 50% inhibition of transit along 

the small intestine. In contrast, restraint resulted in an increase in large intestinal 

transit, and an increase in fecal pellet output. Figure 3-1 shows the results of 

wrapping restraint stress on small and large intestinal transit. Panel A compares 

the geometric centers for small intestinal transit in control and wrap restrained 

animals. The geometric center for the stressed group was significantly lower than 

control, indicating a net decrease in bulk flow through the small intestine. Panel 

B shows the geometric center of transit along the large intestine for control and 

stressed animals. Restraint stress resulted in an increase in large bowel transit, and 

an increase in fecal pellet output, the results of which are shown in panel C. All 

feces were formed and dry, and restraint stress did not result in diarrhea. 

Figure 3-2 shows a representative example of the distribution of radio chromium 

along the small and large intestines in control and stressed rats. Acute wrap re

straint stress resulted in an inhibition of the propulsive motor activity of the small 

intestine. In control animals, there was a biphasic pattern of distribution in which 

58% of the radioactive marker moved to the 7th, 8th, and 9th segments of the small 

intestine. In contrast, in acutely stressed animals, 88% of the radioactive marker 

was retained in the first three segments of the small intestine. Acute wrap restraint 

stress resulted in a stimulation of large intestinal transit. Compared to control dis

tribution, in which 98% of the radioactivity remained in the first two segments of 
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the colon, the distribution of radioactivity in stressed animals was characterized by 

a biphasic pattern of distribution, with some propulsion in the proximal colon, and 

excretion of 20% of the counts in the feces. 

The effects of acute wrap restraint stress on gastric emptying are shown in 

figure 3-3. For this mild form of stress, gastric emptying was not changed compared 

to control. Gastric emptying was 55.6 ± 4.7% in control animals, compared to 54.3 

± 7.2% in wrap restrained animals. 

3.2.2 Ulcers 

Figure 3-4 shows the absence of ulcers produced by wrap restraint, compared 

to the ulcerogenic effects of cold plus restraint, a model classically used in the study 

of stres~-induced ulcer formation. Animals were restrained by both methods for 60 

minutes, at which time the stomachs were removed and the gastric and duodenal 

mucosa inspected for ulcers. No ulcers developed following an hour of wrap restraint 

stress. In contrast, cold plus restraint resulted in ulcer formation. The mean number 

of ulcers was 17.5 + 1.8 for the cold plus restaint group. This suggests that cold 

plus restraint is a more severe form of stress than wrapping restraint. The greater 

severity of cold plus restraint stress is supported by the additional observation that 

cold restraint resulted in a greater degree of fecal excretion (11.3 ± 0.6 compared 

to 6.0 ± 0.8 for wrap restraint), and produced diarrhea (unformed or watery feces) 

in half the animals exposed to cold plus restraint. 
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Figure 3-2 An example of the resultant change in the distribution of radioac
tivity along the small and large intestine in control and acutely stressed rats. Data 
represent % total counts in each intestinal segment. (n = 5 - 7 animals per group). 
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3.2.3 ACTH and ,B-endorphin Release 

To ascertain that the changes in transit induced by wrapping restraint were 

associated with accepted markers of stress, plasma levels of ACTH and ,B-endorphin 

were measured by radioimmunoassay. Figure 3-5 shows the change in ACTH and 

,a-endorphin levels in wrap restrained and control animals over a one hour period. 

Panel A shows that there was a rapid, 8-fold increase in plasma ACTH levels within 

20 minutes, and ACTH remained elevated for 30 minutes. ACTH levels returned 

to control values by 60 minutes. Exposure to ether is also a known stimulus of 

ACTH release(Johnston and Negro-Villar, 1986), and there was a modest elevation 

in plasma ACTH levels of the control animals over time. However, the rise in 

ACTH in control animals was minimal compared to levels generated by wrapping 

restraint stress. Panel B shows a similar release pattern for ,B-endorphin. Wrapping 

restraint stress resulted in a rapid increase in plasma ,B-endorphin concentrations. 

Peak concentrations occurred 20 minutes after stress was applied, and ,a-endorphin 

remained elevated for 60 minutes. 

3.2.4 Analgesia 

Analgesia is also a common response to stress. Acute wrap restraint stress 

produced significant analgesia that lasted 10-20 minutes (Figure 3-6). The stress

induced analgesia was completely blocked by administration of the opioid antago

nist, naloxone (10 mg/kg s.c., 10 minutes before stress), suggesting that endogenous 

opioids may be involved in mediating the analgesic effects of wrap restraint stress. 
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3.2.5 Circadian Effects 

The effect of stress on small intestinal transit was strongly dependent on the 

time of day at which the experiment was performed. Figure 3-7 shows the effect of 

stress on small intestinal transit when the animals were wrap restrained at different 

times of the day, and transit was assessed one hour later. Panel A compares the 

geometric centers for control and wrap restrained animals at 0100, 0400, 0700, 1000, 

1300, 1600, 1700, 1900, and 2200. The control geometric centers of transit remained 

fairly constant over the 24 hour period, ranging from 5.5 to 6.8. Transit along the 

small intestine of stressed animals was consistently slower than controls. However, 

the greatest differences between stressed and control groups occurred when the 

animals were tested in the late afternoon (1600 and 1700 hrs.). Only at these two 

time points did the differences between geometric centers for wrap restrained and 

control animals become statistically significant. 

ACTH release is known to follow a circadian pattern, and normal plasma 

levels are maximal in rodents just prior to the dark phase (i.e., late afternoon) (En

geland, et aI., 1977). Table 3-1 shows the plasma levels of ACTH and ,a-endorphin 

in control and stressed animals over a 24 hour period. ACTH and ,a-endorphin 

concentrations in control animals peaked at 4:00 - 5:00 P.M., and stress-induced 

increases in the plasma hormones were most dramatic at the same time of the day. 

Since the effect of stress on intestinal transit was found to be strongly influenced by 

the time of the day the experiments were performed, we postulated that changes 

in transit associated with stress may be related to circadian changes in endocrine 

factors. We compared the changes in small bowel transit to changes in plasma 

ACTH concentrations associated with wrapping restraint stress at different times 
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of the day. Figure 3-7, panel B, shows the relationship between stress-induced in-
. 

hibition of small intestinal transit and stress-induced increased in plasma ACTH 

concentrations. Animals tested at 1700 hrs., immediately before the beginning of 

the dark phase, showed the greatest response in both stress-induced ACTH release 

and stress-induced intestinal dysfunction. At this time point, wrapping restraint 

stress resulted in 46% inhibition of transit along the small intestine and a plasma 

ACTH concentration of 821.7 ± 38 pg/rnl. A second, smaller peak in stress-induced 

inhibition of transit and release of ACTH occurred at the end of the dark phase, 

at 0700 hr., but because of a high degree of variability, the results did not reach 

statistical significance. The similarity of the two responses to wrap restraint stress 

was striking, and there was a strong correlation (r=0.95) between the inhibition of 

small intestinal transit and stimulation of ACTH release over the entire 24 hour 

period. 

3.2.6 ACTH and ,B-Endorphin: Intestinal Effects 

To determine the role of ACTH and ,a-endorphin as mediators of the effects 

of restraint on gastrointestinal function, we evaluated the ability of exogenously 

administered ACTH and ,B-endorphin to alter small and large intestinal transit. 

Table 3-2 shows the results of these experiments. Neither ACTH nor ,B-endorphin, 

in a range of doses, affected intestinal transit when administered intravenously, even 

when doses administered were much greater than doses required to reach plasma 

concentrations of the hormones under stress conditions. 
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Table 3-1 Plasma ACTH and ,a-endorphin concentrations in control and 
stressed animals over a 24 hour period. 

[ACTH] (pg/ml) [,a-endorphin] (pM) 

Time of Day Control Stress Control Stress 

1:00 A.M. 250 312 - -
± 100 ± 144 

4:00 A.M. 283 395 - -
± 101 ± 85 . 

7:00 A.M. 47.8 453 .25.3 31.5 

± 7.9 ± 13 ± 4.3 ± 3.8 

10:00 A.M. 63.7 390 28.6 59.8 

± 6.2 ± 32 ± 3.2 ± 7.6 

1:00 P.M. 76 344 44.7 82.8 

± 7.6 ± 26 ± 5.8 ± 10.7 

4:00 P.M. 122 500 57.5 102.2 

± 31 ± 35 ± 8.4 ± 9.3 

5:00 P.M. 250 822 - -
± 31 ± 38 

7:00 P.M. 180 253 - -
± 40 ± 64 

10:00 P.M. 155 279 - "' 

± 15 ± 103 
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Table 3-2 The effects of intravenously administered ACTH and ,B",endorphin 
on small intestinal transit (SIT) and large intestinal transit (LIT) in the rat. Data 
are expressed as mean geometric center of transit ± SEM. (n = 4-7 per point). 

Dose ACTH (J.Lg/kg Lv.) 

0 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0 

SIT 5.19 5.30 4.80 5.16 4.75 

±.55 ±.33 ±.34 ±.84 ±.77 

LIT 3.01 3.33 3.09 2.94 3.34 

±.37 ±.58 ±.08 ±.46 ±.59 

Dose ,B-endorphin (mg/kg i.v.) 

0 0.1 0.3 1.0 

SIT 5.94 4.24 5.80 6.21 

±.34 ±.37 ±.24 ±.46 

LIT 3.44 3.98 3.02 3.07 

±.20 ±.47 ±.23 ±.56 
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3.2.7 Hypophysectomy and Adrenalectomy 

To evaluate the importance of the pituitary-adrenal axis in initiating in

testinal abnormalities in response to stress, we studied the effects of wrap restraint 

on small intestinal transit in normal animals and animals in which the pituitary or 

adrenals were surgically ablated. Because these animals are so fragile, surgical im

plantation of intestinal cannulae was not possible, and small intestinal transit was 

evaluated by oral gavage of the radioactive marker. The geometric center of small 

intestinal transit is similar in nonstressed animals when chromium is administered 

orally or is instilled directly into the proximal small intestine. It was not possible 

to evaluate large intestinal transit in these animals. Neither hypophysectomy nor 

adrenalectomy affected stress-induced inhibition of small intestinal transit (Figure 

3-8), indicating that the effects of stress on small intestinal transit are not mediated 

by pituitary or adrenally derived factors. 

3.3 Discussion 

The major finding of this study is that wrapping restraint results in a sig

nificant alteration in the propulsive activity of the gut. The propulsion of intestinal 

contents along the small bowel was inhibited, whereas propulsion was increased 

along the large bowel, resulting in an increase in transit and in fecal pellet output. 

The changes in intestinal transit induced by stress in the rat are strikingly similar 

to changes induced by stress in humans. For example, psychological stress results 

in a suppression of normal fasting MMC motility patterns in the proximal small 

intestine (McRae et aI., 1982), which is exaggerated in irritable bowel patients. A 

physical stress, immersion of the hand in cold water, has been reported to delay 
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orocecal transit as measured by the breath hydrogen test (O'Brien et aI.,. 1985), 

and both physical and psychological stressors have been reported to inhibit small 

intestinal transit in patients with IBS (Cann et aI., 1983). Stress reportedly in

creases colonic motility in both normal subjects and subjects with IBS (Narducci 

et aI., 1985; Latimer et aI., 1981). However, myoelectric slow waves or electrical 

control activity of the colon are reportedly not affected by stress (Sarna et aI., 

1982). Diarrhea is a common symptom of stress and Barone and coworkers have 

shown that cold plus restraint stress increases fecal pellet output and colonic transit 

in rats (Barone et aI., 1986). When wrap restraint stress is the type of stimulus 

employed, the resultant changes in gastrointestinal motor function, i.e., decreased 

small intestinal transit, increased large intestinal transit, and increased fecal out

put, are very similar to symptoms reported in humans in response to stress, and 

to symptoms associated with functional bowel disease thought to be induced or 

exacerbated by stress. However, none of the studies in humans has demonstrated 

stress-induced changes in small and large intestinal motor function simultaneously. 

Our findings may help to settle the onfusion in the literature about the region of the 

gastrointestinal tract most affected by stress. It is clear form our studies that both 

the small and large intestine are affected by stress. The divergence in the response 

of the small intestine and the large to the same stressor emphasizes that different 

regions of the gut are regulated independently and may respond independently to 

different stimuli. The similarities between stress-induced intestinal dysfuction in 

rats anf the stress related intestinal symptoms in humans indicates that wrapping 

restraint stress, a mild, non-ulcerogenic model of stress, may be a useful model in 

which to study the effects of stress on the intestine and may be appropraite as an 

animal model of IBS. 
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Wrap restraint is a true stress stimulus, as indicated by ACTH .and f3-

endorphin release and the production of analgesia. Both endocrine changes and 

analgesia are hallmark responses to stress. We found that the degree of intestinal 

dysfunction produced by stress was strongly dependent on the time of the day that 

the animals were stressed, suggesting a circadian influence on stress-induced in

testinal dysfunction. Puglisi-Allegra et al. (1982) have reported a similar circadian 

influence on stress-induced analgesia in mice. In addition, the gastrointestinal tract 

itself exhibits definite circadian patterns in secretory and motor functions which 

persist in fasted animals, suggesting that the patterns are .not due to feeding cy

cles (Hiatt and Kripke, 1975; Stevenson et aI., 1980; Scheving et aI., 1983), and 

a circadian variability has been reported in the susceptibility of the gastric mu

cosa to aspirin-induced lesions (Olson et aI., 1986). A close correlation occurred in 

our studies between stress-induced inhibition of small intestinal transit, and stress

induced ACTH release. Rats were most sensitive to the effects of stress in the late 

afternoon, 1600-1700 hrs, at a time when circadian variations in plasma levels of 

ACTH were maximum, and when stress-induced release of endocrine factors was 

most exaggerated. Interestingly, Kumar et aI. have reported that symptoms are 

most severe for IBS patients in the early morning (the equivalent of late afternoon 

in rats and other nocturnal species), and they suggest a circadian influence on the 

sensitivity of the human bowel to stress (Kumar and Wingate, 1985; Kumar et aI., 

1986). The temporal relationship between stress and intestinal dysfunction is simi

lar in both rats and humans. Therefore, in addition to meeting all of the intestinal 

criteria we proposed, wrap restraint stress meets an additional criteria of stress and 

irritable bowel syndrome: a temporal relationship between stress and intestinal dys

function that suggests a circadian dependence. The observation that stress-induced 
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changes in ACTH levels and intestinal transit occur in parallel suggests that en

docrine messengers may playa role in mediating the effects of stress on the gut. 

However, exogenously administered ACTH and ,B-endorphin were completely inef

fective in altering intestinal transit, even when doses administered were 100 times 

greater than those required to reproduce plasma concentrations of the hormones 

under conditions of stress (30 ng/kg ACTH i.v. results in a plasma concentration 

of 540 ± 38 pg/ml within 5 minutes, which is equivalent to stress-induced plasma 

concentrations). Furthermore, surgical ablation of the pituitary and adrenal glands 

did not affect the response of the small intestine to stress. Therefore, stress-induced 

changes in gastrointestinal transit are not mediated by pituitary or adrenally de

rived factors. Parallel changes in stress-induced endocrine function and intestinal 

dysfunction are highly correlated, but are not causally r~lated. 

3.3.1 Summary 

Wrapping restraint stress resulted in profound changes in transit of intestinal 

contents along the small and large bowel in response to stress. The divergence 

in the effects of stress on the small intestine (which is inhibited), and the large 

intestine (which is stimulated) emphasizes the independent regulation that exists 

in different regions of the gastrointestinal tract. Wrap restraint stress is a mild, 

nonulcerogenic stressor that reproduces the symptoms associated with stress-related 

intestinal dysfunction in humans, suggesting that it may be an appropriate model 

in which to study the effects of stress on the gut. 

Wrap restraint stress-induced intestinal dysfunction was strongly dependent 

on the time of day at which the experiments were performed, suggesting a circadian 
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influenc.e. A strong correlation between stress-induced ACTH release and. stress

induced intestinal dysfunction might have implied a causal relationship between 

ACTH or other endocrine messengers and the response of the gut to stress; however, 

neither exogenously administered ACTH nor ,a-endorphin affected intestinal func

tion, and ablation of the pituitary and adrenal glands did not affect stress-induced 

intestinal dysfunction. Thus, neither pituitary nor adrenally-derived factors are 

involved in mediating the effects of stress on the gut. The mechanisms by which 

stress alters intestinal function remain unknown. 



CHAPTER 4 

CRF MEDIATES INTESTINAL RESPONSES TO STRESS 

Stress-related functional bowel disease, including irritable bowel syndrome 

(IBS), is a common, often incapacitating gastrointestinal disorder in humans. It is 

the most common chronic gastrointestinal disorder in adults, and ranks equally with 

the common cold as a leading cause of absenteeism from work due to illness (Almy, 

1973). Diagnosis of the syndrome is based on vague symptomatology which includes 

abdominal pain and diarrhea, constipation, or alternating episodes of both, and 

treatment of the disorder, generally limited to lessening the symptoms, is largely 

disappointing. The etiology of intestinal dysfunction due to stress is completely 

unknown, and the lack of an appropriate animal model has been an obstacle to 

studies of causality. We have developed an animal model to study the effects of 

stress on intestinal motor function, and have described, in previous chapters, the 

effects of stress on intestinal transit in the rat. The model has proven useful in 

studying potential mechanisms by which stress affects intestinal motor function. 

Stress is a complex reaction which is characterized by activation of both 

endocrine and autonomic systems. The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis is the 

endocrine axis most central to the stress response, and the sympathetic division, 

including the adrenal medulla, is the branch of the autonomic nervous sytem which 

is activated by stress (see Chapter 1). Corticotropin releasing factor (CRF), a 41-

amino acid peptide first characterized from ovine hypothalamic extracts (Vale et al., 

1981), is capable of activating both major systems. In addition to ovine CRF, rat 
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CRF has been isolated and sequenced, and is identical to human CRF. The amino 
-

acid sequence of rat/human CRF is shown in Figure 4-1. In addition to its role as 

the principal regulator of pituitary adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) release 

(Rivier et aI., 1982), CRF has been shown to have a number of ,effects within 

the central nervous system: CRF elicits behavioral activation in rats (Sutton et 

aI., 1982), stimulates the sympathoadrenomedullary pathway (Brown et aI., 1982), 

increases heart rate and blood pressure (Fisher et aI., 1982), and suppresses food 

consumption (Levine et aI., 1983) and sexual activity (Sirinthsinghji et aI., 1983). 

CRF has also been shown to affect gastrointestinal function. Administered into 

the lateral ventricles (icv), CRF results in a suppression of gastric acid secretion 

(Tache, et aI., 1983), an inhibition of gastric emptying (Pappas et aI., 1985), and 

an inhibition of gastric and small intestinal motility (Bueno and Fioramonti, 1986). 

The effects of CRF on intestinal transit have not been evaluated. Because of its wide 

distribution within the brain, and its multiple actions which are generally associated 

with stress (Lenz, 1987) CRF has been proposed as a "master transmitter", capable 

of eliciting coordinated endocrine and autonomic events characteristic of the stress 

response (Valentino et aI., 1983). 

To determine the role CRF may play in mediating the effects of stress on the 

gastrointestinal tract, we studied the actions of exogenous CRF on gastrointesti

nal transit, compared the gastrointestinal effects of exogenous CRF to the effects 

of restraint stress in rats, and evaluated the ability of a-helical CRF-(9-41), an 

antagonist to CRF, to block the effects of stress on intestinal function. 

4.1 Methods 
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Figure 4-1 The amino acid sequence of rat/human corticotropin-releasing fac
tor (CRF). 
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4.1.1 Animals 

Female Sprague Dawley rats (150-200g) were used in all experiments. The 

animals were housed in groups of 5 in a temperature controlled room on a 12 hour 

light-dark cycle (7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.) and were allowed water and rat chow 

ad lib. Animals were allowed at least one week to recover from shipping before 

experiments were performed. 

4.1.2 Gastrointestinal Transit 

Gastrointestinal transit, a measure of the propulsive motor activity of the 

intestine, was evaluated by the geometric center method (Miller et at, 1981), in 

which a nonabsorbable radioactive marker, SICr (0.2 ml) as sodium chromate in 

distilled water, was instilled dire~tly into the proximal duodenum and proximal 

colon via Silastic cannulae surgically implanted under Equithesin anesthesia 3-5 

days earlier. Thirty-five minutes after administration of the chromium, the animals 

were killed, and the stomach and intestine removed and counted for gamma radia

tion. Gastric emptying was evaluated by quantitating the % radioactivity emptied 

from the stomach in a 15 minute period. CRF or saline was administered Lv. or 

i.c.v. immediately before SICr. 

4.1.3 Stress 

Wrapping restraint stress, a relatively mild, nonulcerogenic model of re

straint (see Figure 3-4), was used in all stress studies. Stressed animals were 

lightly anesthetized with ether, and their trunk, shoulders and upper forelimbs 

were wrapped in a confining harness of masking tape. Control animals were lightly 
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ether anesthetized, but were not wrapped. Radiochromium was then admi:r,.istered 

and the animals were killed 35 minutes later to assess intestinal transit.' All stress 

experiments were performed in the late afternoon (4:00 to 7:00 P.M.), due to a 

strong circadian influence on the degree of intestinal dysfunction associated with 

stress at different times of the day (see Figure 3-7). 

4.1.4 Drugs 

CRF (rat/human) and a-helical CRF-(9-41) were purchased from Bachem, 

Inc. Drugs were diluted in distilled water upon arrival, and were aliquot ted into 25 

and 50 p,g supplies, lyophillized, and stored in a dessicator at 4-8 °C until needed. 

Radioimmunoassay kits for determination of plasma levels of ACTH were purchased 

from ImmunoNuclear Corp. 

4.1.5 Statistics 

The responses to wrapping restraint stress were tested for significant differ

ences using student's t-test, and for multiple comparisons one or two-way analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) followed by Neuman-Keuls test for comparisons of means 

(Tallarida and Murray, 1981). * indicates p<.05, and ** indicates p<.Ol. 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Gastrointestinal Effects of CRF 

CRF, administered i.c.v. or i.v., resulted in a significant alteration in the 

propulsive activity of the gastrointestinal tract. Gastric emptying was inhibited in a 

dose-dependent manner, at doses ranging from 1.0 to 10.0 p,g icv or iv. (Figure 4-2). 

In addition, CRF (0.3 to 10.0 p,g), like stress, inhibited small intestinal transit, and 

increased colonic transit, resulting in increased fecal excretion and, at higher doses, 

diarrhea. Figure 4-3 shows the effects of CRF on small and large intestinal transit. 

Intravenously administered CRF and intracerebroventricularly administered CRF 

were equally effective. 

4.2.2 Comparison of Stress and CRF 

4.2.2.1 Intestinal Effects of Stress and CRF. Figure 4-4 compares the gas

tric and intestinal effects associated with restraint stress to those resulting from ex

ogenous administration of the lowest effective dose of CRF (0.3 p,g icv). Restraint 

stress and CRF resulted in parallel changes in gastric emptying (Figure 4-4a), small 

intestinal transit (4-4 b), large intestinal transit (4-4c), and fecal excretion (4-4d). 

The response of the gut to stress and to CRF were essentially identical both in 

direction and degree for this dose of CRF. 

4.2.2.2 Endocrine Effects of Stress and CRF. To compare the endocrine 

response to a low dose of exogenous CRF (0.3 p,g i.v.) and to stress-induced re

lease of endogenous CRF, we measured plasma ACTH concentrations by radioim

munoassay in animals that were wrap restrained or treated with CRF (Table 4-1). 
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Figure 4-2 The effects of exogenously administered CRF on gastric emptying 
in the rat. Solid lines represent dose-response curves for i.c.v. administered CRFj 
dashed lines represent Lv. administered CRF. (n = 5 - 9 animals per data point). 
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Blood was drawn from an indwelling jugular cannula, surgically implanted under 

Equithesin anesthesia 3 days earlier. Blood (0.2ml) was drawn 10 minutes before 

treatment, as well as 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, and 60 minutes after CRF administration or 

wrap restraint stress. Blood was also drawn at the same time points from control 

animals tha.t were briefly ether anesthetized, but were not stressed or drug treated. 

The peak levels of ACTH induced by both wrapping restraint stress and CRF ad

ministration were very similar, although ACTH release in response to exogenous 

CRF followed a more rapid time course thin stress-induced ACTH release. 

4.2.2.3 Analgesic Effects of Stress and CRF. Stress commonly results in 

the production of analgesia. To compare the analgesic effects of CRF and wrap 

restraint stres:3, we measured the latency to tail flick in animals that were wrap 

restrained or treated with CRF (10 p,g i.c.v.). The results of this study are shown 

in Figure 4-5. Wrap restraint stress resulted in 100% analgesia within 10 minutes, 

and a significant degree of analgesia (20 - 30 %) was maintained for approximately 

60 minutes. In contrast, CRF did not result in the production of analgesia, even at 

this high dose. 

4.2.3 Hypophysectomy and Adrenalectomy 

In the previous chapter, we found that stress-induced changes in small in

testinal transit were not altered by surgical ablation of the pituitary or adrenal 

gland. To evaluate the role of the pituitary-adrenal axis in CRF -induced changes 

in intestinal transit, we studies the actions of CRF in hypophysectomized and 

adrenalectomized animals. As before, intestinal transit was evaluated following 

oral administration of 51Cr, and fecal excretion was measured, but large intestinal 
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Table 4-1 Plasma ACTH concentrations following CRF administration (0.3 
J1,g Lv.) or acute wrap restraint stress. 

Plasma. ACTH Concentration (pgjml) 

Time: -10 5 10 20 30 45 60 

CRF 64 619 494 265 174 146 141 

±4 ± 70 ± 108 ± 93 ± 24 ± 33 ± 49 

Stress 85 787 845 765 480 255 180 

± 45 ± 109 ± 155 ± 63 ± 66 ± 45 ± 10 

Control 87 310 186 167 95 115 98 

± 14 ± 58 ± 31 ± 38 ± 14 ± 26 ± 28 
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treated with CRF (10 p,g i.c.v.). (n = 5 animals per group). 
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transit could not be evaluated in these fragile animals. The results of these .studies 
. 

are shown in Figure 4-6. The control geometric center of transit was not signifi-

cantly different for sham adrenalectomized (6.05 ± .87), adrenalectomized (6.34 ± 

.54), sham hypophysectomized (5.15 ± .51) or hypophysectomized (5.03 ± .44), so 

the data were pooled and are represented by the control histogram in Figure 4-6. 

Also shown are the geometric centers of small intestinal transit (figure 4-6a) for 

CRF (10 p,g iv) in sham, hypophysectomized, and adrenalectomized animals. CRF 

significantly inhibited small intestinal transit in all three groups, and there were 

no differences between the sham, hypox and adrenalx groups. Panel b of Figure 

4-6 shows similar results of CRF on fecal excretion. CRF resulted in a significant 

increase in the number of feces excreted and was not different in sham, hypox or 

adrenalectomized animals. This suggests that the intestinal effects of exogenous 

CRF, like stress, are not mediated by pituitary or adrenal factors. 

4.2.4 Actions of CRF Antagonist 

Since exogenously administered CRF and stress resulted in identical changes 

in intestinal transit and similar changes in circulating ACTH levels, and since CR:F 

is thought to play an essential role in initiating both endocrine and autonomic 

responses to stress, we hypothesized that CRF might mediate the effects of stress on 

the gut, and that blockade of CRF receptors would lessen stress-induced disordered 

transit. 

a-Helical CRF-(9-41) is an analogue of CRF that retains little agonist ac

tivity but effecthTely antagonizes the effects of CRF and stress on pituitary ACTH 

release, both in vivo and in vitro (Rivier, J. et al., 1985). The antagonist, a-helical 
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Figure 4-6 The effects of adrenalectomy and hypophysectomy on the effects of 
exogenous CRF (10 J1,g i.v.) on (a) gastrointestinal transit and (b) fecal excretion. 
(n = 5 animals per group). 
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CRF-(9-41), had no effect on small or large intestinal transit itself, when ac;lminis

tered into the brain or the bloodstream. However, as shown in Figure 4-7~ a-helical 

CRF-(9-41) effectively antagonized the effects of exogenous CRF on small and large 

intestinal transit when both compounds were administered via the same route. 

To evaluate the importance of endogenous CRF in the response of the gut 

to stress, a-helical CRF-(9-41) (50 JLg) was administered into a lateral cerebral 

ventricle or into the bloodstream via the tail vein immediately before the animals 

were stressed. Figure 4-8 shows the results of a-helical CRF-(9-41) pretreatment 

on stress-induced gastrointestinal dysfunction. The antagonist did not affect stress

induced inhibition of small intestinal transit (4-8a). However, the antagonist com

pletely blocked the stress-induced increase in large intestinal transit (Figure 4-8b) 

and the associated increase in fecal pellet output (8c). 

Table 4-2 summarizes the similarities and differences between stress and low 

doses of CRF on intestinal function, endocrine parameters, and analgesia, as well 

as the actions of a helical CRF (9-41) to antagonize the intestinal effects of stress 

and CRF. 

4.3 Discussion 

The results of these studies suggest that endogenous CRF may mediate the 

effects of stress on intestinal motility and transit. Exogenous CRF reproduced the 

effects of stress on intestinal transit, and a-helical CRF-(9-41), a CRF antagonist, 

prevented the response of the large intestine to stress. One of the most important 

implications of this study is that the mechansims by which stress alters intestinal 

motor function may now begin to be resolved. 
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Figure 4-7 Antagonism by a-helical CRF (9-41) of the effects of exogenous 
CRF on a) small and b) large intestinal transit. (n = 5 - 6 animals per group). 
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Figure 4-8 The effects of a helical CRF-(9-41) on stress-induced changes in (a) 
small intestinal transit, (b) large intestinal transit, and (c) fecal excretion. (n=8-10 
animals per group). 
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Table 4-2 A comparison of the multiple effects of stress and expgenously 
administered CRF (0.3 p,g i.v. or i.c.v.). 0 indicates no change, .IJ. indicates a 
decrease, 11 indicates an increase and + indicates a positive result in the parameters 
tested. 

Parameter Tested Stress CRF 

Gastric Emptying 0 0 

Small Intestinal Transit .IJ. .IJ. 
Large Intestinal Transit 11 11 

Fecal Excretion 11 11 
ACTH Release 11 11 

Analgesia + 0 

Blocked by a Hei. CRF +/- + 
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Stress-related intestinal dysfunction, or irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), has 

long been a perplexing phenomenon for gastroenterologists. Because of the pattern 

of symptoms, the syndrome was previously thought to involve only the large intes

tine. Indeed, the outward symptoms of IBS, alternating diarrhea and constipation, 

and abdominal pain, implicate the colon as the major region of the intestine affected 

by stress. In healthy subjects, stress has been reported to increase the propulsive 

motor activity of the colon and cause diarrhea (Almy, 1973; Narducci et aI., 1985), 

without affecting the underlying characteristic patterns of electrical activity (Sarna 

et aI., 1982). Patients with IBS have abnormal colonic motor activity, especially 

during times of stress (Latimer et aI., 1981; Narducci et aI., 1985; Snape et aI., 

1977). Although the colon is the organ whose normal function is most obviously 

altered by stress, the small intestine is also affected by stress. Stress in normal 

subjects results in a suppression of fasted motility patterns (Grenata et aI., 1973; 

McRae et aI., 1982; Valori et aI., 1986) and a slowing of the propulsion of con

tents along the small intestine (Stanghellini et aI., 1983). Similarly, patients with 

IBS have been shown to have abnormal small intestinal motility patterns (Connell, 

1984), and slowed small intestinal transit especially under conditions of stress (Cann 

et aI., 1983; Corbett et aI., 1981). Gastric emptying is reportedly not changed in 

irritable bowel patients (Camilleri et aI., 1986; Nielsen et aI., 1986), although severe 

stress can result in an inhibition of gastric emptying in both humans (Thompson et 

aI., 1982) and rats (Koo et aI., 1985). 

It appears, from our studies, that CRF may mediate the effects of stress 

on gastric and intestinal transit. CRF mimicked the effects of stress on small and 

large intestinal transit; small intestinal transit was inhibited, large intestinal transit 

was stimulated, and fecal excretion was stimulated both by stress and exogenous 
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CRF. Low doses of exogenous CRF and stress-induced liberation of endogenous 

CRF produced similar increases in plasma ACTH concentrations. Blockaae of CRF 

receptors prevented the response of the colon to stress. These data strongly suggest 

that CRF may be directly responsible for mediating the effects of stress on intestinal 

transit. 

It is not clear why a-helical CRF-(9-41) was ineffective in preventing the 

response of the small intestine to stress. It is possible that multiple factors are 

involved in mediating the effects of stress on the small intestine, and that blockade 

of CRF receptors alone is not sufficient to prevent the response of the small bowel to 

stress. It is also possible that a helical CRF (9-41) may not reach the site of action 

of endogenously secreted CRF responsible for inhibition of small intestinal transit. 

The effects of CRF were also different from the effects of stress when analgesia was. 

the endpoint measured. Stress resulted in a significant degree of analgesia that was 

blocked by the opioid antagonist naloxone (see Chapter 2). However, CRF did not 

result in analgesia. Others have reported similar results with CRF (Sherman and 

Kalin, 1986). 

There are at least three possible mechanisms by which CRF may affect the 

intestine: 1) via activation of the pituitary-adrenal axis, 2) via the autonomic ner

vous system, and 3) via direct actions within the enteric nervous system of the gut. 

We have previously studied the relative importance of the hypothalamic-pituitary

adrenal axis in mediating the effects of stress on the gut, and found that ACTH and 

,a-endorphin were completely ineffective in altering small or large intestinal transit 

when administered intravenously, and, further, that surgical ablation of the pitu

itary or adrenals did not affect stress-induced intestinal dysfunction (see Chapter 

3). Likewise, the actions of CRF on small intestinal transit and fecal excretion 
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were not affected by .hypophysectomy or adrenalectomy. Therefore, it appears that 

neither pituitary nor adrenally-derived factors are involved in mediating the effects 

of stress on the intestine. 

Because CRF and its antagonist were active following both i.v. and i.c.v. 

administration, it is not clear whether CRF may be exerting its actions within the 

central nervous system or the periphery. Many neuropeptides are known to act 

both in the periphery and in the brain to alter motility and transit of the small 

and large intestine. CRF occurs both in the brain and in the gut. Within the 

central nervous system, CRF is widely distributed, and is associated with regions 

of the brain which are involved in the regulation of the autonomic nervous system, 

and cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, and respiratory homeostatic centers (Joseph 

et aI., 1985; Swanson et aI., 1983). In addition, CRF-like immunoreactivity also 

occurs in the human stomach, the stomach and small intestine of the monkey, cat 

and rat, the human adrenal, lung, and liver, and the vertebrate endocrine pancreas 

(Nieuwenhuyzen-Kruseman et aI., 1982; Petrusz et aI., 1985; Suda et aI., 1984). 

When administered into the brain, CRF inhibits gastric emptying (Pappas et aI., 

1985), suppresses gastric acid secretion (Tache et aI., 1983), and suppresses the 

fasting motility of the stomach and small intestine (Bueno and Fioramonti, 1986; 

Konturek et aI., 1985). CRF, administered i.v., but not i.c.v., selectively increases 

mesenteric blood flow (Lenz et aI., 1985). The specific locus at which CRF acts to 

affect gastrointestinal function in response to stress awaits further investigation. 
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4.3.1 Summary 

We have demonstrated that CRF is effective in altering the propulsive motor 

function of the gastrointestinal tract, that its effects mimic, almost exactly, the 

effects of stress on intestinal transit, and that it may be directly responsible, in the 

rat, for mediating the effects of wrap restraint stress on the propulsive activity of 

the large intestine. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Each of the preceeding chapters detailed a series of experiments in which 

the following major purposes were achieved: 

Chapter 2: The sensitivity of the intestine to external stressful stimuli was 

determined. A number of factors which may influence the character of the response 

of the gut to stress, including animal sex and strain, stressor type and duration were 

evaluated. The relative contribution of opioid neural pathways in stress-induced 

analgesia and antitransit effects was compared for several stress models. 

Chapter 3: An animal model was developed in which to fully characterize 

the effects of stress on gastrointestinal transit, analgesia, and endocrine levels. The 

potential role of pituitary and adrenal endocrine factors in mediating the effects of 

stress on the gut was investigated. 

Chapter 4: The role of corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) in mediating 

the effects of stress on intestinal function was determined. The endocrine, analgesic 

and intestinal effects of stress and CRF were directly compared. 

The results of the present investigation suggest that transit of materials 

along the gastrointestinal tract is affected by stress. As shown in Chapter 2, 

many diverse stress stimuli have similar effects on small intestinal transit, although 

different neurochemical pathways may be involved in mediating different stress 

112 
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paradigms. Acute and chronic exposure to the same stress stimulus activated differ

ent neural pathways. The intestinal effects of acute wrap restraint stress were non

opioid mediated, whereas the intestinal effects of chronic wrap restraint stress were 

at least partially mediated by endogenous opioids. In addition, intestinal choliner

gic neural activity was suppressed in the chronic stress paradigm. Neostigmine, an 

acetylcholine esterase inhibitor, reversed the effects of chronic stress, indicating that 

cholinergic neurotransmission is inhibited during chronic stress. Endogenous opioid 

peptides are known to inhibit ACh release by activating presynaptic opioid recep

tors (North and Williams, 1976). Neostigmine reverses the intestinal anti-transit 

effects of morphine (Stewart, 1982) ; however, the anticholinesterase does not af

fect transit in normal animals. If chronic stress imposes a chronic opioid inhibition 

of enteric cholinergic neurotransmission, then development of intestinal opioid de

pendence should result. However, in isolated segments of rat jejunum taken from 

chronically stressed animals, no opioid withdrawal response was seen when the seg

ments were exposed to naloxone. No differences were seen at all in segments from 

chronically stressed animals compared to those from control animals. Intestinal 

cholinergic neurotransmission is affected by many neurotransmitters, both excita

tory and inhibitory. Opioid peptides are not the only inhibitory influence affecting 

ACh release, norepinephrine also inhibits ACh by activating a2 C;ldrenoreceptors 

located on cholinergic nerve terminals (Wikberg and Lefkowitz, 1982). Intestinal 

opioid dependence would not develop if opioid peptides within the central or periph

eral nervous systems other than that intrinsic to the gut were involved in mediating 

the effects of chronic stress on the gut. Regulation of cholinergic neurotransmission 

by other inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmitters may play a significant role in 

mediating the effects of stress on intestinal function. Multiple mediators may be 
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activated by chronic stress and their interactions can not be detailed on the basis 

of one antagonist study. 

In addition to differences in the response of the gut to different types of 

stressors, and different exposure periods to the same stressor, significant differences 

in the response of the gut to stress were seen in rats of different strain and gender, 

and when stress was applied at different times of the day. These observations may 

help to explain the difficulties faced by investigators who study the effects of stress 

in human subjects who are not matched in age or gender, or tested at the same time 

of the day. In our studies of the circadian variabiliy of the sensitivity of the intestine 

to stress, we found significant differences in intestinal transit in control and stressed 

animals only when the animals were tested in the late afternoon. This time period 

corresponded to the time of the day when circadian variations in pituitary hormones 

were maximum. These studies emphasize the influence of endocrine factors, both of 

pituitary and gonadal origin, in the development of the qualitative and quantitative 

nature of the intestinal response to stress. We concluded, from the results discussed 

in Chapter 2, that intestinal transit is affected by stress, that very diverse stimuli 

elicit similar changes in intestinal transit, and that changing the type of stressor, 

the length of exposure to stress, the time of day at which stress was applied, or the 

gender or strain of the animal may dramatically change the quantitative response 

of the gut to stress, or the neurochemical mechanisms involved in mediating the 

effects of stress on the gut. 

One model of stress was chosen in which to characterize, more fully, the 

behavioral, biochemical and intestinal responses to stress. Stress-induced changes 

in intestinal transit, analgesia, and endocrine levels in the plasma were evaluated, 

and the results are discussed in Chapter 3. Acute wrap restraint stress resulted 
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in different effects on different regions of the gastrointestinal tract, emphasizing 

the existence of independe.nt regulatory pathways controlling the stomach, small 

intestine, and large intestine. Gastric emptying was not affected by the mild form 

of restraint used in our studies. More severe forms of stress have been reported to 

inhioit gastric emptying (Koo et aI., 1985), and we found that cold plus restraint and 

cold water swimming both significantly inhibited gastric emptying in rats. Small 

intestinal transit was inhibited by stress. Others have reported that stress inhibits 

small int'estinal transit in humans (O'Brien et ai., 1985; Cann et ai., 1983) and 

in rats (Sharma et ai., 1982). In contrast, the large intestine was stimulated by 

stress, and fecal excretion was increased. This parallels the effects of stress in 

humans. Stress commonly results in painless diarrhea in hllmans (Almy, 1949), 

and diarrhea is a symptom in some patients with lBS. Barone et ai. (1986) have 

reported a similar increase in colonic transit and fecal excretion in response to cold 

plus restraint stress in rats. The intestinal effects of stress in rats resemble those 

reported in humans. Acute wrap restraint stress reproduced 5 symptoms commonly 

associated with stress or IBS in humans: 1) Gastric emptying was not affected by 

wrap restraint stress and gastric emptying is normal in patients with lBS. 2) In 

rats, small intestinal transit was inhibited; in humans, stress and IBS result in a 

suppression of small intestinal motility and transit. 3) Large intestinal transit was 

stimulated by stress in rats. Stress stimulates large intestinal motility in humans, 

and increased colonic motility may be a symptom of lBS. 4) Fecal excretion was 

stimulated by stress in rats and stress commonly results in diarrhea in humans. 

Diarrhea is commonly a symptom of IBS, although alternating episodes of diarrhea 

and constipation are more common. 5) There was a temporal relationship between 

stress and the severity of intestinal dysfunction in rats that is similar to that seen in 
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humans, suggesting a circadian influence on the sensitivity of the gut to stress. We 

conclude that acute wrap restraint stress may be a useful animal model iii which to 

study the effeCts of stress on intestinal function. 

Intestinal pathology associated with IBS in humans may be due to chronic 

stress and the inability of the subject to adapt to repeated stress exposures. The 

intestinal consequences of chronic stress are easily studied in the wrap restraint 

model, and data presented in this treatise suggest that adaptation of the gut to 

stress may be impaired under some circumstances. For example, female rats did 

not appear to adapt to the the intestL."lal effects of chronic wrap restraint stress, 

whereas ma'les did. This trend was completely reversed following surgical gonadec

tomy. A clear understanding of the mechanisms of adaptation to stress may be the 

key to resolving stress related health problems such as irritable bowel syndrome, 

stress-related complications in heart and cardiovascular disease, and stress-induced 

suppression of the immune system. 

Wrap restraint stress is a true model of stress, as indicated by the endocrine 

and behavioral parameters commonly associated with stress. Acute wrap restraint 

stress resulted in analgesia that was blocked by naloxone. As we had seen in Chapter 

2, stressors commonly produced analgesic and intestinal effects that were mediated 

by different neural pathways. This was the case for acute wrap restraint. In ad

dition, animals were behaviorally aggitated following acute wrap restraint stress. 

The rats commonly struggled against the tape harness, jumped, and were inter

mittently vocal for 30 to 60 minutes. The most reliable indicator of stress is a 

change in plasma levels of pituitary or adrenal hormones. We measured plasma 

concentrations of ACTH and ,a-endorphin in wrap restrained animals, and found 

that the hormones were significantly elevated for 30-60 minutes. There was a strong 
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correlation (r=.95) between stress induced changes in intestinal transit and. stress

induced changes in plasma ACTH concentrations. However, exogenous ACTH did 

not alter intestinal transit and neither adrenalectomy nor hypophysectomy affected 

the intestinal response to stress. It appears, therefore, that stress activation of the 

pituitary-adrenal axis and stress alteration of intestinal function occur in paral

lel, but independently. This suggests that a common regulator may initiated both 

responses. 

In Chapter 4, we investigated the potential role of the hypothalamic pep

tide, CRF, as a common regulator of intestinal and endocrine responses to stress. 

The endocrine activities of CRF are well described, and CRF is thought to be a 

master regulator of many of the responses of the body to stress, including endocrine, 

cardiovascular, and central nervous system responses to stress. We evaluated the 

effects of exogenously administered CRF on gastric emptying and small and large 

intestinal transit, and found that the peptide closely mimicked the effects of stress 

O:'l intestinal transit. Both stress and CRF, administered at the lowest dose to af

fect intestinal transit, produced a similar increase in plasma ACTH concentrations. 

Furthermore, an antagonist to CRF, a helical CRF-(9-41), completely blocked the 

effects of stress on colonic transit, and significantly diminished the increase in fecal 

excretion associated with stress in the rat. Taken together, these results strongly 

suggest that CRF may mediate the effects of stress on the colon. The results of 

studies of the intestinal effects of exogenous CRF also indicate a role for the peptide 

in stress-induced changes in the small bowel. It is not clear why a-helical CRF-(9-

41) failed to block the effects of stress on small intestinal transit. The antagonist 

effectively diminished the effects of exogenous CRF on the small intestine. It is 

possible that multiple factors are involved in mediating the effects of stress on the 
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small bowel, and therefore, blockade of CRF receptors alone was not effective in 

preventing the response. 

It is interesting to speculate on the mechanisms by which CRF and stress 

may exert their effects on the gastrointestinal tract. We have shown that the in

testinal effects of stress and of exogenous CRF are independent of stress- and CRF

specific activiation of the pituitary-adrenal axis, and neither pituitary nor adrenal 

factors appear to be involved in the initiatioIl: or maintenance of the intestinal re

sponse to stress. CRF was named in accordance with its role as a hypothalamic 

factor which regulates pituitary ACTH release (Harris, 1948; Vale et al., 1981). 

However, as with many other peptides originally described as hormones, CRF has 

additional activities which are apparently unrelated to its endocrine activities. The 

peptide produces a number of behavioral, cardiovascular, and visceral effects when 

injected into the brain or intracerebroventricularly. In addition, CRF has been 

localized immunohistochemically in a number of brain regions, as well as in the 

gut, indicating there may be a more general role for CRF as a neuropeptide. High 

affinity CRF receptors involved in the regulation of ACTH release have been iden

tified in the anterior pituitary of the rat. In addition, specific receptors for CRF 

have been localized in the central nervous system, most notably in cerebral and 

cerebellar cortex, and in neural structures associated with the limbic system and 

the regulation of the autonomic nervous system (Aguilera et al., 1986). CRF has 

been shown to alter activity of the autonomic nervous system. Fisher et al. (1982) 

suggest that the cardiovascular effects of centrally administered CRF are due to 

a stimulation by the peptide of the sympathetic division and a suppression of the 

parasympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system. The general response 

of the autonomic nervous system to stress is thought to be via an activation of 
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the sympathetic division and suppression of the parasympa.thetic division of the 
-

autonomic nervous system. It is possible that the intestinal actions of CRF, either 

exogenously administered or endogenously released in response to stress, may be 

mediated by components of the autonomic nervous system. However, activation of 

the sympathetic nervous system is generally thought to inhibit intestinal, motility. 

CRF inhibits small intestinal transit, bu large intestinal transit is stimulated by the 

peptide, as is fecal excretion. Activation of parasympathetic outflow to the colon 
, . 

seems more likely to initiate the increase in transit and fecal excretion. 

It is still somewhat surprising that stress and CRF have such opposite effects 

on the small and large intestines. Very few compounds, endogenously derived or 

exogenously delivered, are known to stimulate transit. Bombesin, a neuropeptide of 

the invertebrate nervous system has been shown to inhibit small intestinal transit 

and stimulate large intestinal transit in the rat (Porreca and Burks, 1983). But 

neostigmine and naloxone, drugs that effectively lessen the inhibitory influence on 

the gut, generally do not increase transit in normal rats. We demonstrated in 

the rat isolated jejunum that the small intestine may be under tonic inhibitory 

opioid control. Addition of naloxone to the organ bath produced an increase in 

the contractile force of the intestine. Based on the in vitro data, it follows that 

naloxone should stimulate transit in vivo, but it does not. There may be an intricate 

system of checks and balances within the enteric nervous system which maintains the 

overall activity of the intestine in vivo. The multiple actions of stress and CRF on 

different regions of the gastrointestinal tract may indicate that multiple mechanistic 

pathways are involved, each of which serves a different intestinal region or regulates 

a different intestinal function. The effects of acute stress on intestinal transit are 
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mediated by corticotropin-releasing factor. However, the specific mechanisms by 

which stress and CRF affect intestinal motility await further investigations. 

Our findings support the hypothesis that the gastrointestinal tract is affected 

by stress. We have developed an animal model which may prove useful in defining 

the intestinal effects of stress and modelling intestinal pathologies associated with 

stress in humans. We have demonstrated that corticotropin-releasing factor directly 

mediates the effects of acute wrap restraint stress on intestinal motor function in 

the rat. The results of these studies support the view that CRF may act within 

the central nervous system as a "master" neurotransmitter to regulate the multiple 

reactions of the body to stressful stimuli. 
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